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Executive summary 
The overarching goal of CoCliCo is to improve decision-making on coastal risk management 
and adaptation, by establishing an integrated core service dedicated to coastal adaptation to 
sea-level rise. To be successful the development of the CoCliCo platform is necessarily 
predicated on the notion of co-design. Engagement with stakeholders to develop a shared 
understanding of the service requirements is central to this process. This report focuses on 
these requirements within each of the decision centric Demonstration Case Studies (DSCs), 
namely: 

• DCS #1 - Floods Directive implementation:  To comply with the European Flood Risk 
Directive, Member States undertake periodic assessments of flood risk, including coastal 
flood risk.  The assessment includes mapping flood extent and the exposed assets and 
people, to better inform plans to reduce flood risk. CoCliCo can directly support this 
process by developing services to provide insights into coastal risk that can be used by 
Member States to support their response to the Floods Directive.   

• DCS#2 – Coastal cities and towns:  Cities and towns are at the forefront of our response 
to climate change. There is significant diversity in the existing capabilities and the risks 
across cities and towns in Europe, but despite this diversity many common requirements 
emerge from the engagement process. These are discussed and presented to ensure the 
CoCliCo services respond to the needs of cities and towns across Europe.  

• DCS #3 - Infrastructure owners:  Infrastructure resilience underpins a resilient society. 
To ensure CoCliCo supports private infrastructure owners and operators at the coast to 
understand the risks they face and how best to respond, this DCS considers the needs of 
both regional and local private infrastructure owners so they are adequately reflected in 
the co-design process.   

Within each DCS a typology of users exists, some facing greater risk than others, and some 
with more or less existing capability.  Within each DSC the users are therefore grouped 
according to the ‘risk’ faced and the maturity of their ‘capability’ (a framework initially 
developed by SPL/ICELI and adopted by all).   Rich User Narratives are presented for each 
typology with specific illustrations used where possible to enrich the narrative. 

A series of functional requirements are distilled from these narratives, including a series of 
‘must have’, ‘should have’, and ‘could have’ requirements for the CoCliCo platform. These 
functional requirements and Rich User Narratives provide the foundation for continued co-
design of the CoCliCo platform. The ‘must haves’ are listed here: 

• Chart projections. 
• Map projections. 
• Compare/overlay projections. 
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• Compare overlay scenarios. 
• Select integrated scenarios. 
• Access supporting narrative evidence. 
• Access the data as seen on the screen. 
• Access the raw datasets (at native resolution) the underlying data used (can be via an 

application interface). 

The co-design process does not end with this report but continues throughout CoCliCo. To 
support the next level of detail interaction, a series of candidate Champion Users are identified 
to support the onward development of the platform through bilateral engagement with the 
WP1, DCS and WP2 leads.  
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1. Introduction 
Context 
The overarching goal of CoCliCo is to improve decision-making on coastal risk management 
and adaptation, by establishing an integrated core service dedicated to coastal adaptation to 
sea-level rise.  This report focuses on translating the needs of private sector infrastructure 
owners, planners, and designs for coastal services into illustrative user narratives.  In doing 
so, the report building upon the responses to the questionnaire (as set out in D1.1) alongside 
additional bilateral discussions with stakeholder, a workshop and literature review.  

Report structure 
Following this introduction, the report is structured in chapters: 

• Chapter 2 sets out the approach to developing an understanding of user needs, including 
the framework of co-design and rationale for the Rich User Narratives 

• Chapters 3 to 5 set out the user profiles and associated Rich User Narratives for each 
DCS, including how different users may wish to use the CoCliCo, what they are looking 
for, what they may wish to analyse and what decisions and communications they may use 
the CoCliCo results for.  Each chapter focuses on one DCS.  

• Chapters 6 collates the functional requirements from across all three DCSs and engaged 
users. 

• Chapter 7 presents a list of candidate Champion Users to be considered for more detailed 
engagement in the process of co-design. 

• Chapter 8 provides the references. 
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2. Approach: Understanding user priorities and 
narratives 

Framework of co-design 
Delivering tailored climate services that can effectively inform decision-making requires multi-
disciplinary and cross-sector collaboration together with an agreed framework within which 
such collaboration can take place (Figure 2-1).    This is fully recognized by CoCliCo. The 
assessment of the climate service needs, and how priorities for the platform are set, 
synthesise those expressed by users. Within CoCliCo these have been gathered through 
workshops (online and well as face-to-face in Athens, 2022 and most recently in Rome, Jan 
2023), analysis of the online survey questionnaire responses (Derval et al, 2021), bilateral 
engagements and the expertise of the CoCliCo project team.   

 
Figure 2-1 Five pre-requisites (steps) for the co-production of climate services (D1.2) 

A decision centric user segmentation 
This information gathered through the engagement process is used here to develop a well-
founded perspective on user needs. To ensure the climate information and associated 
services respond to end-user needs a ‘decision centric user’ segmentation is used by grouping 
the user requirements according to the three Demonstration Case Studies (DCSs) that 
underpin CoCliCo (Figure 2-2). Doing so helps ensure the delivered CoCliCo climate services 
match identified needs. 
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Figure 2-2 Demonstration Case Studies: Three focus sectors 

Rich User Narratives 
Decision making at the coast reflects multiple contexts, including a series of decisions at 
different scales and taken by different stakeholders.  Climate services have a role to play in 
supporting all these choices in providing users with authoritative insights into sea level rise 
and the changing coastal risks taking account of socio-economic development and adaptation 
choices (Penning-Rowsell et al., 2022 - Figure 2-3).   

 
Figure 2-3 Drivers of differential user needs 
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Seeking to map individual choices and who makes them would provide little insight into what 
is the most useful climate-related services to support these decisions.  Equally, requirements 
that do not relate to a particular user context are unlikely to be provide a meaningful 
contribution to the co-design process. A series of illustrative user profiles drawn from the 
engagement process are therefore presented through a series of Rich User Narratives (RUN).   

Drawing upon the drivers of differential user needs, user needs within each DCS are grouped 
according the a ‘matrix of need’ (Figure 2-4), The matrix groups users into one of four 
typologies; those facing high risk but have significant existing capability to manage those risk 
through to those that face low risk and have low existing capability.   These user typologies 
are used to provide tangible and specific user needs but without simply reflecting the 
perspective of one organisation.  This framing, first developed by SPL/ICELI to support the 
cities engagement activities, builds upon conceptual framework presented in WP1.2 (Penning-
Rowsell et al., 2022) and ICELI multiple dimensions of ‘capacity’ to present a four-quadrant 
diagram, which considers the relation between two components: risk and capability. 

 
Risk refers to the significance of the present day and future coastal risk 
Capability refers to the existing ability of a stakeholder organisation to successfully manage those risks  
Source: ICELI/SPL 

Figure 2-4 CoCliCo Coastal climate service user typologies 
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This typology is applied here to each Rich User Narrative within each DSC (#1,#2 and #3) as 
presented in the chapters that follow.  In doing so, the ‘user discovery process’ shared by the 
CoCliCo partner Vizzuality is adapted, to include 

• Assigning a priority to each user typology 
• Using specific users to illustrate a typology, including: 

o What they are looking for from CoCliCo.  
o What are they seeking to analyse using CoCliCo 
o What communication support is the user looking for from CoCliCo 

• Contextual needs of each user typology, including preferences around 
o Access to data 
o Adaptation decisions they are trying to make 
o Presentation of uncertainties 
o Access to the core platform 
o Usability  
o Use of exploratory tools 
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3. DSC#1 – National-scale assessments 
Introduction 
European member states comply with the Flood Risk Directive by periodic assessment of risk 
from flooding for all water courses and coast lines. This assessment includes mapping the 
coastal flood extent and the assets and people at risk as well as planning coordinated 
measures to reduce this flood risk.  The overarching goal of CoCliCo is to improve decision-
making on coastal risk management and adaptation, by establishing an integrated core 
service dedicated to coastal adaptation to sea-level rise.  This chapter therefore focuses on 
translating the needs of organisations in charge of assessing future flood risks at national 
scales into illustrative user narratives.  

Following this introduction, the chapter is structured in three main sections: 

• Understanding climate service needs – this provides a summary of the questionnaire 
findings, bilateral meetings and insights from meetings and analysis of documents in 
France and the Netherlands. The analysis draws upon the review of existing services (as 
set out in D1.1, Derval, et al, 2022) and a synthesis of the responses to the questionnaire 
and decision contexts (as set out in D1.2, Sayers et al, 2022) alongside additional bilateral 
discussions with stakeholders, a workshop, literature review and experience of the 
CoCliCo team members. 

• User profiles – this sets out a rich illustration of how different national users may wish to 
use the CoCliCo services, what they are looking for, what they may wish to analyse and 
what decisions and communications may be supported by the CoCliCo services.   

• Rich User Narratives -  the stories developed in the context of two national perspectives 
(The Netherlands led by Deltares, and France led by BRGM) are presented as Rich User 
Narratives (RUNs) to help ensure the needs of stakeholders within DCS#1 are reflected 
in the CoCliCo co-design process.   The users are considered to represent the priority user 
types within the framework of risk and capability (presented earlier). 

Understanding climate service needs  
The Floods Directive (2007/60/EC) has established a framework for the assessment and 
management of flood risks, including in coastal areas. The aim of this Directive is to reduce 
the impacts of flooding on people, economic activities, ecosystems and cultural assets in the 
European Union. The Directive has been interpreted into national risk policies, for example 
the 2009 Flood Risk Regulation in England and Wales (and continues to inform the National 
Flood Risk Management Strategy, England). 

The Flood Directive explicitly mentions the need for mapping both hazards and risks 
associated with different scenarios (Flood Directive Opening Statement 12) and the need to 
periodically review flood management plans taking into account likely impacts of climate 
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change (Directive Opening statement 14). The implementation of the Directive varies across 
countries, recognising the variation in previous flood risk assessments undertaken by member 
states (Directive Opening statement 16).  

The Article 4 of the Directive includes requirements for flood risks assessments, specifically, 
its item (d) –  mentions “an assessment of the potential adverse consequences of future floods 
for human health, the environment, cultural heritage and economic activity, taking into account 
as far as possible issues such as the topography, the position of water courses and their 
general hydrological and geo-morphological characteristics, including floodplains as natural 
retention areas, the effectiveness of existing man-made flood defence infrastructures, the 
position of populated areas, areas of economic activity and long-term developments including 
impacts of climate change on the occurrence of floods”. 

Article 6 of the Directive also specifies which hazard and risk maps should be produced. This 
includes:  

• Three flood scenarios to be considered for hazard mapping: “floods with a low probability, 
or extreme event scenarios”, “floods with a medium probability (likely return period ≥ 100 
years)” and “floods with a high probability, where appropriate”. 

• Hazard maps showing water depths or levels, and where appropriate flow velocities. 
• Risk maps showing the indicative number of inhabitants affected, the type of economic 

activities affected, and infrastructure potentially causing pollution. 

Importantly, flood risk management plans informed by the risk assessments should consider 
cost and benefits of measures and potential retention areas. Furthermore, they may promote 
sustainable land use practices and water retention (Article 7). 

The Directive also promotes transboundary assessments and management plans in coastal 
management units covering different countries.  

The periodic reporting to the European Commission is a means to harmonize and synchronize 
measures at the European level to reduce adverse flood impacts and their dependence on 
climate change and sea level rise. Also, a solidarity principle ensures that negative impacts of 
national measures are not transported to other regions or countries. Measures that increase 
the risk of flooding in other Member States should be avoided. 

The Directive has been in place since 2007 and implemented since 2013, and calls for periodic 
reviews of the national flood risk condition. Specifically, the reviews should be submitted by 
the Commission to the European Parliament in 2018, 2024 and subsequently every 6 years 
(Article 16). Importantly, climate change should be considered in this reporting (a requirement 
echoed in the UK 2008 Climate Act that requires 5-yearly climate risk assessments that 
include flood risk, as reported in Sayers et al, 2012, 2015, 2022).  
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Example service needs – Netherlands and France 
The European Floods Directive advocates a risk-based approach to flood risk management. 
Yet, only a few countries currently consider flood ‘risk’ in their coastal management and 
adaptation decisions (examples are the UK and The Netherlands). To further explore this, the 
two next sections examine the case of two European countries: 

• Netherlands, which has implemented a risk- based approach. 
• France, where flood risk prevention policy remains largely based on hazard assessments. 

The Netherlands 

Many aspects of protection against flooding in the Netherlands are regulated by the national 
Water Act. Safety standards of the primary flood defences and procedures for monitoring 
strength of the defences are legally prescribed. The law also prescribes that every six years 
a policy memorandum is published with updates in the national water policy. A Delta 
Commissioner and Delta Program are appointed by law to secure a long policy time scale and 
spread investments in water safety over generations. The Dutch Delta Program executes an 
integrated strategy to prepare the Netherlands for the consequences of climate change: higher 
and lower river discharge, changes in extreme precipitation, sea level rise, soil subsidence, 
and salinisation.  

The current flood risk management policy builds on a system that was developed briefly soon 
after the 1953 flood disaster. Since then, the policy has been continuously improved and 
upgraded. The current policy is aimed at ensuring that every Dutch person who is protected 
by a primary flood defence system has a probability of dying because of a flood as less than 
one hundred thousandth per year (the “basic safety level”). Specific areas receive extra 
protection if there is a risk of large groups of casualties, substantial economic damage, or 
serious damage due to the failure of vital and vulnerable infrastructure of national importance 
in the event of a flood. 

To guarantee basic safety, preventive measures are taken to prevent flooding from the major 
water bodies (sea and main rivers). In addition, the consequences of a possible flood can be 
limited by making the spatial planning of the Netherlands resistant to water (water-robust). 
Finally, the national government, water authorities, civil protection organisations and provinces 
work together on crisis management in the event of flooding. The combination of prevention, 
water-resilient construction and crisis management is referred to as multi-layer safety (Kok et 
al., 2017). 

The statutory norms of the primary defence infrastructure is based on the so-called flood risk 
approach (see Figure 1). This means that both the probability of a flood and its consequences 
are taken into account. The flood defences are subdivided into sections (stretches of dike, 
dam or dune). For each section, the maximum breach probability is determined, which would 
cause the area behind to flood. Sections with the strictest standards are located in places 
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where the consequences are greatest, and the probability of a flood may not exceed 1 millionth 
per year. Less strict standards apply to regions where breach probability of 1 hundredth per 
year is allowed. The water managers must ensure that by 2050 all primary flood defences 
meet the set standards and basic safety is guaranteed. 

A monitoring system is in place to ensure flood defences are timely reinforced. Updates of the 
required protection level of a barrier can have various causes, including changing physical 
conditions such as soil subsidence, higher river discharges in a transient climate, new 
knowledge, or new policy. 

The uniform calculations and shared knowledge are used to produce an assessment of the 
level of safety by flood defences, or a design for a new or reinforced flood defence structure. 
The calculation methods and knowledge to be used for this purpose have been set out in 
guidelines and technical reports. 

 
Source: Kok et al, 2017 

Figure 3-1 Steps in calculating flood risk in the Dutch risk-based approach 

A national and regional risk zoning has been established for all flood-prone areas in the 
Netherlands (Figure 2).  
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Source: PBL, 2009 

Figure 3-2 Hazard zoning in the western part of the Netherlands. A combination of water depth and speed of water 
rise are used as indicators for risk level. 

The periodic reporting of national flood risk in the context of the European Floods Directive 
does not affect the formulation of national water safety policy. The Directive is a process 
guideline, without quantitative targets or safety standards. It does prescribe that long-term 
developments, in particular the consequences of climate change, affecting the occurrence of 
floods, should be taken into account. This is well embedded in the National Water Act, and 
policy intentions from the previous planning periods are being continued. A dedicated 
Knowledge programme on Sea Level Rise will feed the periodic review of the national Delta 
Program, and the associated adjustment of the long-term water protection safety standards (a 
link that provide a core service opportunity for CoCliCo). 

France 

The current status in France has been determined based on review and knowledge within the 
CoCliCo team. In particular this builds upon BRGM’s involvement in the design of the flood 
risk prevention policies since 2010, including through the national adaptation plans and the 
coastal risk prevention plans. Specifically, BRGM is supervised by the Ministry in charge of 
the Environment and has been involved in the design of several documents relevant to coastal 
flood risk management, including adaptation plans and the guidance of coastal risk prevention 
plans.  
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The implementation of the Floods Directive in France follows three steps (Ministry in charge 
of the Environment, 2022):  

• A broad scale preliminary evaluation of risks (EPRI), with emphasis on delineating flood 
management units and assets at risks, as required by the Directive.  

• A broad scale mapping of Territories at high risk of flooding (TRI; Figure 1) 
• The definition of flood risk management plans (PGRI) 

This follows quite closely the principles of the Floods Directive described in the previous 
paragraph. Importantly, the fine mapping of flood risks, at local scale, is implemented within 
another regulatory framework, the coastal risk prevention plans (see Mineo-Kleiner et al., 2021 
for a critical review of implementation, in French). However, not all “territories at high risk of 
flooding” (TRI – see Figure 3) have implemented a coastal risk prevention plan yet. In other 
words, this broad scale assessment can fill a territorial gap in fine-scale assessments already 
implemented.  

 
Source: Ministry in charge of the Environment, 2022 

Figure 3-3 Map of territories at risk of river and coastal flooding 

The information needed to support risk management are therefore consistent with those of the 
Directive above. Priority assets are therefore human health, the environment, cultural heritage, 
economic activity, and infrastructure that can generate pollution. However, our meetings 
suggest that coastal flood management units and risk metrics in CoCliCo can inform EPRI 
and TRI. In particular, the risk approach is perceived as a priority for future developments, 
with the hope that cost-benefit analysis can be implemented.  
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Meetings showed that in addition to the needs above, the Ministry in charge of the 
Environment is in the process of defining one or several scenarios for adaptation. The precise 
definition of the scenario is not known yet, and it is expected to be voted in the Parliament 
during its 2023 sessions as part of the “French strategy Energy and Climate” (SFEC). 
However, it is likely that scenarios consistent with the current nationally determined 
contributions (NDCs) such as SSP2-4.5 or 3°C of global warming in 2100 will be considered. 

User Profiles  

Application of the risk/capability framework to DSC #1 
Coastal flood risks vary among European countries depending on their coastal 
geomorphology, the amount and vulnerability of assets at risks, and coastal defences in place. 
Furthermore, although Europe has high capabilities to adapt to climate change and sea-level 
rise compared to other regions in the world, there are some differences among countries that 
can be identified. In this section, we follow the approach developed in DSC#2 and differentiate 
user stories for national scale flood risk assessment depending on the risk and capability 
profile of countries (Figure 2-4).   

Evaluating capability across European countries 

Criteria for assessing the capability of countries across Europe to adapt to sea-level rise can 
be inferred from the 6th Assessment report of the IPCC (IPCC, 2022), which states that:  

• "Responses [to sea-level rise] are more effective if combined and/or sequenced, planned 
well ahead, aligned with sociocultural values and development priorities, and underpinned 
by inclusive community engagement processes (high confidence).”  

• Conditions enabling adaptation include “political commitment and follow-through, 
institutional frameworks, policies and instruments with clear goals and priorities, enhanced 
knowledge on impacts and solutions, mobilization of and access to adequate financial 
resources, monitoring and evaluation, and inclusive governance processes (high 
confidence).” 

• Partnerships enabling climate resilient development “are most effective when supported 
by enabling political leadership, institutions, resources, including finance, as well as 
climate services, information and decision support tools (high confidence).” 

These statements refer to a number of sustainable development goals (SDG) that are 
assessed in the Europe Sustainable Development Report (Lafortune et al., 2022). Specifically, 
sub criteria of the SDG #9, of the SDG #16, and the composite “Leave-No-one-Behind" score 
that aggregates sub criteria across SDGs can give a first estimate of the capability of countries 
to respond to sea-level rise. For example, Figure 3-4 shows that countries in South-East 
Europe generally have the lowest scores for these sub-criteria, whereas countries in Northern-
Europe have the highest scores. This gives a first idea of the institutional, technical and social 
capability of countries to respond to sea-level rise.  
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While criteria shown in Figure 3-4 are not among the lowest for France, we classify this country 
as a low capability country hereafter, because the low involvement of French citizens in 
national decision making (Huxley et al., 2016), that compromises the possibility to support 
national scale coastal adaptation through an inclusive community engagement process, which 
is an important enabling condition for coastal adaptation (IPCC, 2022). 

 
“Leave-no-one-behind score” (upper-left panel), “logistic performance index” (upper-right panel), “constraints on 
government power” (lower-left panel) and “timeliness of administrative procedures” (lower-right panel) across 
Europe 

Source: Europe Sustainable Development Report, Lafortune et al., 2022 

Figure 3-4 Progress on Sustainable Development across Europe 

Evaluating risks across European countries 

Supporting the Pan-European assessment of risks is the main purpose of the CoCliCo 
platform to be developed during the project. Yet, from the perspective of the Floods Directive, 
it is already possible to evaluate risks across countries based on existing platforms Figure 3-5 
displays large flood plains across Europe. It shows that countries such as Sweden, Finland, 
Turkey, and Cyprus display narrower flood plains than countries such as the United Kingdom, 
Belgium, the Netherlands, and Italy.  

In practice, risks to people and infrastructures are low in countries displaying large flood plains 
by the presence of strong institutions supporting coastal protection, such as the Netherlands. 
Yet, future sea-level rise means that these flood protections must be sustained and upgraded 
to keep safety at current levels.  
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Furthermore, having narrow flood plains does not imply that there are no risks at all: for 
example, flood plains are narrow in Bulgaria, but coastal adaptation challenges will be sizeable 
in cities such as Burgas and Varna.  

 
Source: Climate Central: https://coastal.climatecentral.org/ 

Figure 3-5 Area less than 10m above mean sea level 

Reflections on the framework of the typology of users  
Given the timescales considered in CoCliCo and the scope of DSC #1 (national scale 
assessment, in particular in the context of the Floods Directive), it is important to interpret the 
risk/capability framework in this context, particularly the projection of risk and the importance 
of sea level rise in the absence of adaptation.  This therefore places the present-day capability 
in the context of the projected risks. For example:  

• Countries displaying large potential exposure, that is, large flood plains, face a challenge 
of managing risks over decades and a century, and are therefore considered in the “high-
risk” category. This includes England, The Netherlands, France, and Italy.  

• Many high-risk countries have a high capability to cope with these risks by well-established 
institutions and technological standards. This includes England, The Netherlands, 
Germany, and Scandinavian countries. 

• Countries displaying narrower flood plains such as Bulgaria, Greece and Turkey, or 
experiencing sea level fall today such as Finland and central and north Sweden are 

https://coastal.climatecentral.org/
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considered at low risk from the perspective of the flood directives. In these countries, 
important local challenges can remain and be assessed in DSC#2 or DSC#3. 

Rich User Narratives 

User DCS#1-1 High Risk - High Capability 
Priority within DCS#1 (for platform development) 

A high risk/high capability user of the CoCliCo platform allows a design process in which a 
clear prioritization of generic or specific functionalities can be carried out. While appreciating 
that high capability users generally have a well-established knowledge and information 
infrastructure to support their decision making on coastal resilience, a standing need for 
additional tools and information at multiple levels persists. 

Illustrative user profile 

User-1 is used as an illustrative case of a high capability low risk context user. Institutions like 
User-1 typically carry a federal responsibility for public works and water management, 
including flood protection infrastructure and coastal protection. Motivation, goals and 
approaches cover both a strategic level (ensure sustainable coastal functions and secure flood 
protection levels), a tactical approach (sediment management, flood protection infrastructure) 
and operational objectives (exploit sand supply, comply with flood protection standards, 
secure sediment resources) (Figure 3-6).  For this knowledge on climate and environmental 
pressures, and access to scientific knowledge and resources are high and actively maintained. 

 
Source: Lodder and Slinger, 2022 

Figure 3-6 : Strategic, tactical and operation objectives of coastal conservation policy in the Netherlands 
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User story through CoCliCo 

A policy cycle for (coastal) flood risk management consists of several interrelated assessment 
steps, leading ultimately to decisions on investments to secure the strategic goals for flood 
safety and coastal sustainability, shown in Figure 3-7. 

 
Left: sketch of process steps leading to investment decisions aimed at securing flood safety 
and coastal sustainability. In the applied risk-based approach a distinction can be made 
between different steps: (1) assessment of the total water level recurrence rates, referring to 
extreme sea level values and their sensitivity to altered mean sea level conditions (dotted 
lines); (2) the inland water level recurrence rates, resulting from the interplay between total 
sea water level, river discharge, protection measures and local water management; (3) a 
“fragility curve” (or vulnerability curve) relating flood depth to damage of assets and human 
lives; (4) design for coastal protection to avoid flood damage; and (5) definition of “acceptable 
risk” resulting from a comparison of avoided damage (benefit) and protection investments 
(cost).  
Right: talking board sketching the ingredients of the risk-based approach for coastal protection 
in the Netherlands. 

Figure 3-7 Netherlands - Policy cycle for coastal flood risk in The Netherlands 

A CoCliCo platform with context-specific information on sea level boundary conditions, 
extreme water levels and their impacts and implications of adaptation options can support this 
decision process in various ways. First it provides an information reference supporting 
interactions between professionals (knowledge, management, decision taking, stakeholders), 
giving shareable access to scientific information, projections, story maps and comparisons 
across regions and periods. For this, functionality to select and manipulate data flexibly via 
workbench utilities provides added value to the platform. Second it can provide benchmarked 
boundary conditions entering the decision process sketched in Figure 3-7, particularly entities 
related to reference sea level rise scenarios, coastal erosion and river discharge projections. 
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For illustration, Figure 3-7 shows different sea level rise projections (dotted lines in panel 1), 
and the sensitivity of downstream assessments and decisions to these assumed sea level 
projections can be quantified. However, as indicated above, a distinction is made between 
process information that can be provided by a portal such as CoCliCo, and specific information 
that is generally retrieved from dedicated decision support processes. 

This leads to the following list of requirements for the CoCliCo platform: 

Step 1 – What is the user looking for from CoCliCo  

Must have 

• Authoritative evidence of sea-level rise, both observed and projected.  
• Information on drivers, underlying assumptions, uncertainty, and comparability across 

regions, time ranges and scenario conditions/assumptions. 

Nice to have 

• Observations and projections of coastline dynamics. 
• Observations and projections of river discharge dynamics. 
• Extreme waves (height & direction, storms) and associate wave climates. 

Step 2 – What are the users seeking to analyse within the CoCliCo platform 

Must have 

• Authoritative evidence of sea-level rise, both observed and projected.  
• Translations of sea level rise to changes in extreme sea level for region of interest. 
• Information on drivers, underlying assumptions, uncertainty, and comparability across 

regions, time ranges and scenario conditions/assumptions. 

Nice to have 

• The spatial coherence of (compounding storms at multiple scales). 
• Compound events. 

Step 3 – What communication support is the user looking for from CoCliCo   

Boundary timeseries 

• to support inhouse modelling activities  

Charts of the above 

• to communicate the changes easily in house to motivate change. 
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Contextual needs  
Access to data (types of data wanted) 

High-risk/high capability countries do not require new high-resolution flood or infrastructure 
maps because the information is often already provided through national services. Yet, they 
need to access generic information, especially data such as sea-level rise, waves and surge 
from the CoCliCo platform, in order to use it to force their own flood models.  

Adaptation decisions  

Adaptation decisions include anticipating coastal protection and water management in order 
to design and implement adaptation neither too late, nor too early, while maintaining high 
safety levels (see Figure 3-7 for illustration).  

Presentation of uncertainties  

High capability countries understand and can manage deep uncertainties related to sea-level 
rise and coastal impacts. Consequently, a large range of scenarios can be provided, including 
low-likelihood/high-impact scenarios, provided the underlying assumptions and reference 
information are also available. Furthermore, information on the spread of climate and 
hydrodynamic models and different socio-economic pathways and their consequences for 
coastal development can also be managed.  

Access to the core platform   

• Good documentation - The data provided needs to be well documented, referenced, and 
embedded into generally accepted data repositories for observed and modelled sea level 
and coastline information. This allows the use of benchmarked information that can be 
accessed by all involved stakeholders and interested parties, allowing the comparison 
against locally or internationally used data products or processing routines 

• Transferable - The data should preferably be transferable in local analysis frameworks. 
As an example, the Dutch risk assessment procedures rely on a probabilistic framework 
where probability curves of extremes are used to set design standards. These curves are 
context specific (e.g. depend on nearby river discharge or coastline dynamics) and are 
scaled with sea level rise of other environmental trends (land subsidence, climate effects 
on storm statistics, coastline erosion). CoCliCo information should be provided in a form 
that can be entered into this analysis framework (Figure 3-7). 

Usability  

Coastal engineers and consultants will seek supporting datasets from the platform through its 
workbench or via Geographical Information Systems such as QGIS to access data.  

Use of exploratory tools  

High capability countries typically require exploratory tools addressed to advanced needs, 
such as:  
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• Combination of CoCliCo generic data with locally owned datasets through the workbench 
• Advanced tools allowing to attribute current sea-level changes to their causes (e.g., ice 

melting and sterodynamic effects).     

User DCS#1-2 High Risk - Low Capability 
Priority within DCS1 (for platform development) 

This is a group of primary importance to CoCliCo, with significant opportunity to support this 
type of users in underpinning the transition to a climate resilient Europe. 

Illustrative user profile 

Motivation is to reduce coastal flood risks while developing coastal areas and maintaining 
ecosystem services, including for recreative purposes. For example, in France, responsibility 
is to develop, support and monitor national policies, such as the implementation of its strategy 
for integrated coastal zones management (2012), the risk prevention policy (risk prevention 
plans since 1997) and national adaptation plan (since 2011). Climate knowledge varies 
depending on the directorate considered, and it is the highest in the “Observatory of the 
impacts of climate change”, which is the entity developing national adaptation plans and the 
contribution of France to the IPCC. 

User story through CoCliCo  

The user story is discussed in the context of three user steps below. 

Step 1 – What is the user looking for from CoCliCo  

Must have  

• Generic information needs, including mean and extreme sea-level scenarios now and in 
the future for different climate change scenarios 

• Specific information, including flood risk maps now and in the future under different climate 
change scenarios 

• Methods allowing to build risk maps 

Nice to have  

• Adaptation scenarios and narratives associated to territorial recomposition implementing 
nature based solutions or at least softer coastal protection measures 

• Identification of different adaptation problems over the 21st century and beyond, and 
feedback from frontrunner governments who have addressed these issues (e.g., high-end 
scenarios and their use, adaptation pathways implementation and usefulness).  

Step 2 – What is the users seeking to analyse within the CoCliCo platform  

Must have 
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• Transparent description of methods and uncertainty in future sea level and flood maps 
projections. 

Nice to have 

• Status of coastal adaptation in the target low-capability/high-risk country compared to 
high-capability countries, including strengths and gaps. 

Step 3 – What communication support is the user looking for from CoCliCo   

Narratives 
• Explaining how coastal adaptation is strategically addressed in high-capability countries 

and potential transportability in low-capability countries 
Charts of the above 
• to communicate the changes easily in house to motivate change 
Access to the processed input data 
• to support inhouse modelling activities  
Boundary timeseries  
• to support inhouse modelling activities 

Contextual needs  
Access to data  

High-risk/low capability countries require flood risk maps, expressed as number of people 
affected, economic and environmental losses. They need to access generic and specific 
information. Furthermore, they need contextual information to better identify adaptation 
challenges, including issues around governance.   

Adaptation decisions  

Adaptation decisions are the development, implementation and monitoring of policies and 
institutions creating the conditions for coastal adaptation to sea-level rise and other coastal 
changes.  

Presentation of uncertainties  

Low-capability countries often rely on a limited set of scenarios for their adaptation policy. 
They require information on how the integrated scenarios can be used in national adaptation 
decision. This includes uncertainties related to low-probability/high-impacts sea-level rise, and 
to socio-economic development and adaptation.  

Access to the core platform   

• The visualization and distribution of data should be very transparent, to be retrieved and 
interpreted by parties with a widely varying background. In general, the information is 
tailored towards professional use in flood risk assessment programs, but should be 
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presented in a form that conveys the essence also to non-professionals such as 
stakeholders and citizens. 

• An option to explore localized and tailored scenarios (for instance for different future 
climate or socio-economic conditions, for different adaptation measures) is of interest for 
illustration and demonstration purposes. A CoCliCo platform is not expected to generate 
a detailed picture of a flood risk management implementation, but may be used to make 
quick-scans of scenarios guiding further detailed analysis. 

Usability  

Use cases involving policy makers in the national governments designing and monitoring 
coastal adaptation policies and willing to identify adaptation problems and priority regions and 
sectors, as well as in other authorities implementing adaptation policies (e.g., regions). Data 
should be downloadable.   

Use of exploratory tools  

Low capability countries typically require rich user narratives showing how coastal adaptation 
problems are managed in high-capability countries.  

User DCS#1-3 Low Risk – Low Capability 
Priority within DCS2 (for platform development) 

Low (Ranked 4 out of the 4 typologies) – not considered further. 

Illustrative user profile 

Examples include countries such as Finland and Sweden, with coastal flood hazards that are 
limited in spatial extent and sea-level fall along a large part of their coastlines due to post-
glacial rebound. 

User DCS#1-4 Low Risk – High Capability 
Priority within DCS2 (for platform development) 

Low (Ranked 3 out of the 4 typologies) – not considered further. 

Illustrative user profile 

Examples include countries in South-East Europe with limited coastal flood plains and 
therefore relatively small Territory at High Risks of Flooding. These countries are not a priority 
for DSC #1 in CoCliCo, but they include important local challenges in cities and ports, which 
are addressed in DSC #2 and DSC #3.    
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4. DCS#2 – Cities and towns 
Introduction 
The chapter exposes the WP1 DCS#2 methodologies, approaches, participatory processes, 
and the results from multiple interactions with users from multiple cities and towns (Table 4.1). 
These activities allowed the CoCliCo team to better define users’ profiles, develop rich users’ 
narratives, construct a clustering proxy, and identify the potential for future interactions with 
the city users. These interactions relate mainly to exploring the use and design of the platform, 
tailoring it to the needs of the users and evaluating its performance through real case studies 
of some of these cities. 

The chapter is structured as presented for DSC#1 
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Table 4-1 Classification of cities 

 

   

User from different cities Engagement 
mechanism 

Existing Capability Existing coastal risk Champion 
user 

Low  High  Low High  
Cannes Surveys, Workshop 

Bilateral call 
X   X  

Saint-Jean-de-Monts Surveys  X  X  

Helsinki Surveys  X    

Bristol Surveys  X X X X 

Helsingborg Surveys, Bilateral call  X X X X 

Malmö Bilateral call, Surveys  X X X X 

San Sebastian Workshop session, 
Surveys, Bilateral call 

X  X X X 

Aarhus Surveys  X  X  

Paralia Katerinis Surveys X  X X  

Riga Surveys X   X  

Venice Surveys, Workshop 
interaction 

X X  X X 

Lübeck Surveys X  X   

Genoa Surveys X  X X  

Cascais Surveys X   X  

Valencia Surveys, Workshop 
Bilateral call 

X  X  X 

Barcelona Surveys, Workshop 
ICLEI Webinar 
Bilateral call 

X  X  X 

Almada Workshop ICLEI webinar, 
Bilateral call 

 X  X X 

Massa Surveys X  X X  

Benidorm Surveys X  X X  

Samsun Surveys 
Workshop 

X  X X  

Koper Surveys X  X X  

Lisbon Surveys 
Workshop 

X  X X  

Sligo Surveys X  X X  

Gdansk Surveys 
Workshop 

X  X X  

Dublin Surveys  X X X  

Belfast Bilateral call 
ICLEI Webinar 

 X  X X 

Kalamata Other X  X   

Hamburg Other  X  X  

Thessaloniki Surveys X   X  

Rhodes Other X  X   
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The Hague Other  X  X  

Copenhagen Other  X    

Liverpool Surveys  X  X  

Rotterdam Other  X  X  

Aalborg Other  X X X  

Zadar Surveys 
Workshop 

X  X   

Oeiras Workshop X X  X  

Lappeenranta Other  X X X  

Turku Other  X X X  

Vantaa Other  X X X  

Matosinhos Bilateral call 
Workshop 

X X  X X 

Izmir ICLEI webinar participation X   X  

Cork ICLEI webinar participation  X X   

Burgas ICLEI webinar participation X   X  

Guadeloupe archipelago Workshop X   X  
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Understanding climate service needs  

Application of the risk/capability framework to DSC #2 
This section presents an overview of the issues, challenges faced and gaps in existing 
approaches relevant to DCS#2. Four different profiles of users with associated narratives have 
been set out for DCS#2, following a classification of cities approach developed within CoCliCo, 
which helps to identify the generic needs that could be arisen by different groups of users 
(Figure 2-4).  The typologies are used to serve as a framework to allocate cities into the 
corresponding quadrant. Moreover, this framework should help to assess cities’ peer-learning, 
capacity-building needs for each city, and to share expertise across similar places (a useful 
way to evaluate and monitor progress). 

For the future analysis in CoCliCo we anticipated undertaking a more formal mapping to 
attribute European cities to these typologies. For the risk axis this will be done used quantified 
data and the capability axis will be based on a review of the interviews and literature 
considering institutional, financial, technical and socio-cultural frame conditions. The above-
mentioned four-dimensions were defined based on literature review on the topic (Sayers et 
al., 2022b), and the information compiled from cities.  

Cities’ information on risks and capabilities dimensions was assessed through two surveys, 
workshop sessions held within existing events and bilateral calls with contact points of the 
cities (e.g., technicians, decision-makers, head of related strategic planning departments). 
Further, the works presented in webinars from the EU-H2020 SCORE and PROTECT projects 
were also useful sources to learn more about potential local challenges addressed by a range 
of coastal cities in Europe. The first CoCliCo survey answers were collected and internally 
disseminated by CoCliCo Partner Mercator Ocean (See Annex 2.1.). Answers collected from 
the surveyed cities and towns, representing DCS#2, were then analysed as part of the process 
of understanding cities’ profiles (Derval et al., 2022).  

The second survey consisted of a set of questions assessing the four capability dimensions 
for DCS#2 maturity self-assessment (Table 4-2, and find here the link to the second survey). 
The survey was set and disseminated by ICLEI to cities engaged via bilateral calls, workshops, 
questionnaires, and ICLEI members’ events. Cities were requested to reflect their agreement 
or disagreement on the question statement by providing a score, whereby Score 1 is 
associated with complete disagreement, and Score 5 with complete agreement. Based on 
this, cities were scored from 1 (lowest capability) to 5 (highest capability) for each of the 4 
capabilities dimensions. The maturity analysis questions framed in the survey helped to 
optimise ad-hoc, as part of the climate coast maturity framework that should be evaluated by 
WP1.  

  

https://score-eu-project.eu/
https://www.protect-pcp.eu/
https://www.mercator-ocean.eu/en/
https://forms.gle/PiEqPr63YtmxBmK56
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Table 4-2 ICLEI self-maturity questionnaire to assess cities’ capability for coastal adaptation 

Dimension 1: Cities scope of action for Coastal Adaptation Planning 

● “The city/town has legal competence in coastal adaptation decision-making and no property 
or ownership legal boundaries are limiting the implementation of these actions, such as 
private ownerships over key coastal infrastructure”.  

● “The city can easily mobilise and access financial resources to implement these Coastal 
Adaptation measures” 

Dimension 2: Cities constraints to deliver the proper Coastal Adaptation solutions 

● “The city/town has trained staff, and/or the resources, to interpret, manipulate and process 
coastal climate services data” 

● “The city/town’s technicians are able to access the proper data, understand and characterise 
the coastal risks that the city/town is exposed to in the present and interpret future 
predictions/scenarios” 

Dimension 3: Cities experience and/or knowledge of alternative solutions 

● “The city/town is able to measure economic, social and environmental outcomes from a given 
adaptation intervention, including unintended negative environmental impacts”. 

● “The city/town has knowledge about conventional and alternative adaptation solutions, 
including nature-based solutions, eco-engineering approaches, and green and blue 
infrastructure implementation, and the use of the combination of both to comply targets and 
legal requirements” 

Dimension 4: Cities capability to adapt under conditions of uncertainty 

● “The city/town’s considers multiple future uncertainties and envisages multiple adaptation 
pathways through flexible management and planning processes, including a continuous 
monitoring and evaluation system”. 

● “The city/town involves all stakeholders and affected communities in collaborative 
participation and decision-making, including joint dialogue, and the use of effectively 
communication channels, to address the uncertainty, explore barriers and identify adaptation 
opportunities” 

Seven cities provided their answers to the survey ranking themselves on the four capability 
dimensions: Thessaloniki (Greece), Cascais (Portugal), Zadar (Croatia), San Sebastian 
(Spain), Valencia (Spain), Genoa (Italy), and Cannes (France). The results obtained are 
presented in Figure 4-1. 
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Source: WP1 CoCliCo 

Figure 4-1 Users from different cities Self-assessment on the four capability dimensions (expressed during the 
second CoCliCo Survey)   

The four quadrants diagram (Figure 2.1, which integrates the capability and risk component), 
are used to categorise users with lower/higher capabilities and/or risk exposure, to cluster 
them, plan for the establishment of a collaborative peer-learning framework between them, 
and identify the user needs of each cluster. Representative cities for each of these quadrants 
that can be the first test users of the platform and contribute to its development will be known 
as Champion Users.  In terms of ultimate selection of CoCliCo Champion Users, discussions 
on the outcomes from the tasks developed to assess cities’ needs will help to better plan for 
the additional functionalities and tools that the platform could provide.  

In future work, different information sources can be taken into account to classify cities based 
on the risk-capability components. On the one hand, the risk component can be determined 
considering the information collected through the first CoCliCo survey on the climate hazards 
to which the cities are exposed (Derval et al., 2022). Depending on the number of climate 
hazards the cities had identified, information on their level of risk could be inferred. On the 
other hand, for capability analysis the information presented in the Europe Sustainable 
Development Report 2022 can be considered. The report rates countries by their performance 
on the achievement of Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) no. 9, related to industry, 

https://eu-dashboards.sdgindex.org/map/goals/sdg9
https://eu-dashboards.sdgindex.org/map/goals/sdg9
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innovation and infrastructure. This SDG serves to indirectly assess or have an understanding 
of the level of capability for efficient adaptation and resilience planning in the different countries 
analysed. Such information could allow us to have a background picture on countries' context 
comparison. In this analysis, two components are specifically considered: available financial 
resources and personnel on research and development. Nevertheless, it is important to 
consider that this approach is more general and represents data at a national level. Therefore, 
further evaluation to account for the capability context at a local level must be carried out 
during this analysis. 

User Profiles 
In parallel to the definition of the risk and capabilities framework, cities’ climate service needs 
and individual stories were assessed. Associated stories of each quadrant are represented in 
general terms. Cities’ individual stories are included for each quadrant, to illustrate the case 
by case. The above-mentioned surveys disseminated by Mercator Ocean and ICLEI, 
respectively, helped to feed into these narratives. To feed into the generic user stories for 
each quadrant, workshops outputs are summarised below. 

The first workshop, “Living with water: planning for coastal adaptation, smart cities and 
resilient territories”, took place on the 15th September of 2022, within the European Urban 
Resilience Forum (EURESFO) 2022, in the coastal city of Athens (Greece). During this 
workshop, representatives from City of San Sebastian, (Spain), City of Matosinhos, 
(Portugal), and City of Cannes, (France) presented the main challenges and actions 
undertaken to face coastal adaptation. A speech from representative of Water Europe (WE), 
about water-smart principles that entail a paradigm shift, followed these interventions, inspiring 
cities to engage the WE vision for efficient decision-making and the establishment of fruitful 
collaboration frameworks. The last presentation was provided by a senior researcher from 
E3Modelling, who presented novel research on model-based evaluation approaches for 
assessing sea-level rise and climate change impacts in the Blue Economy, showcasing the 
results obtained from the implementation of these approaches in islands. Finally, an interactive 
discussion was held between the speakers and all the rest of participants.  

The second workshop, “Assessing climate services for ecosystem-based adaptation in 
European Coastal Cities and Towns”, was held virtually in October of 2022, within the 
European Week of Regions and Cities 22, coordinated by the European Commission (DG 
REGIO). In the workshop, an introduction about the H2020 CoCliCo Project was included, as 
well as an overview of the Fast Track version of the CoCliCo Web Platform, followed by a 
presentation on guidelines for Ecosystem-Based Adaptation (EBA) in the context of coastal 
regions (an overview on the most internationally accepted principles to include Natural and 
Nature-Based Features - NNBF, such as the one developed by the United Nations 
Environmental Program to inspire resilient and efficient long-term plans). Two interventions 
served to showcase coastal cities adaptation efforts in contrasting situations: the experience 
of the City of Valencia, tackling sea-level rise in the context of peri-urban agricultural 

https://urbanresilienceforum.eu/
https://urbanresilienceforum.eu/
https://watereurope.eu/
https://e3modelling.com/
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10584-022-03310-5
https://europa.eu/regions-and-cities/thank-you-2022-end
https://www.sprep.org/attachments/bem/PEBACC/EbA_resources/Options_for_Ecosystem-based_Adaptation_in_Coastal_Environments_UNEP.pdf
https://www.sprep.org/attachments/bem/PEBACC/EbA_resources/Options_for_Ecosystem-based_Adaptation_in_Coastal_Environments_UNEP.pdf
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landscapes, and the acceleration and upscaling of transformational adaptation described 
through the experiences of the EU-H2020 TransformAr project. 

The main conclusions from the two interaction sessions held in the abovementioned 
workshops are presented in Table 4-3. 
Table 4-3 Limitation factors for coastal cities 

Limitation factors Description 

Legal competences limiting 
their scope of action 

Cities depending upon sectoral plans (Spanish case), problems with 
national ownership (France), authorization processes taking too 
long, better coordination across legal scales – national, regional, and 
municipal – adding the EU transnational decision-making into 
jurisdictions. 

Financial access  

Cities use the autonomous communities (Spanish case), and federal 
framework, and then engage to European-level funding local 
framework Directive. This should be aligned with local jurisdictions 
and vice versa, as it generates unequal conditions to access 
European funding. Specifically in terms of what the facilities are, 
work on international level cooperation, account for the no-action 
costs to demonstrate the needs for the investments, and map 
essential private activities to keep them going. 

Lack of technical trained staff  

Cities have few trained staff or difficulties to keep them 
acknowledged in latest updates on how to validate tools and 
measure risks, need of specific coastal tools and (basic) training. 
Also, cannot bring in the “key persons” in the competent bodies and 
involve them into participatory processes to create a common 
understanding through a holistic view to the problem. There is no 
“correct” answer and there is low accuracy in projections, but a 
Charter may help to involve all coastal actors to decide on specific 
actions. 

Measuring cost-benefits and 
holding participatory 
processes 

The participatory approach is still not well cultivated among cities. 
CoCliCo can help to visualise cost:benefits and on the 
implementation of a selective participatory approach. Common 
understanding of a given climate catastrophe supports participatory 
processes, uses more public dissemination, education campaigns, 
exercises with the population, and mobilises a Charter.  

Both events helped the CoCliCo team to understand practical issues occurring at cities’ local 
level. This information was used by Sayers and Partners and ICLEI to assess and/or re-
allocate cities in a risk and capabilities quadrant. Champion Users should bring in users from 

https://transformar.eu/
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different profiles, to enrich these interactions. In the context of coastal adaptation there is a 
variety of coastal typologies that can be analysed. The main classifications can be done in 
terms of geographical location (Baltic, Black, North, Mediterranean or Atlantic Ocean) and 
depending on the landform identification (e.g. coastal lagoons, river deltas, open coasts, low 
lying sand beaches).  Thus, Champion Users will be chosen considering peer-learning 
potential, and a variety of socio-economic, morphological and geographical aspects. The small 
number of potential Champion Users will depend upon work progress, the will for engagement 
(expressed by some of the targeted cities), and the interactions that can be promised by the 
platform. 

Moreover, ICLEI organised an ICLEI members Webinar on Coastal Cities on the 12th of 
December which gathered 23 participants, representing a variety of cities with diversified 
profile (such as Burgas, Capetown, Cigli, Stockholm, Cork, Dublin, Galway, Hondarribia, İzmir, 
Lekeitio, Matosinhos, Thessaloniki, Vaasa, Ornskoldsvik), in addition to the cities represented 
by the speakers, to discuss on the topic. This allowed further engagement with some of them, 
bilaterally, to discuss potential involvement and/or collaboration in the CoCliCo Project, which 
is reflected on the illustrative user profiles further in this document. Basic concepts on EBA for 
coastal resilience were presented by ICLEI staff working on the CoCliCo Project in the 
webinar, and the speeches from representatives of  the City of Belfast (Ireland), the City of 
Barcelona (Spain), and the City of Almada (Portugal). The presentations highlighted the works 
developed in this direction by these three cities (such as the Re-Duna project developed by 
Almada to restore its low-lying sand beach, mitigate and control coastal erosion).  An engaging 
discussion was held at the end of the event, the main conclusions can be found in the Annex. 

As previously mentioned, through these workshops, the self-assessment questionnaire and 
ICLEI’s bilateral call with cities, the narratives of the cities, were collected to produce the 
following user profiles. Each generic user profile is representing one of each of the risk-
capability quadrants, already described in Section 2. Four cities were selected to create an 
illustrative profile for each of the quadrants based on the information compiled through the 
different forms of engagement previously mentioned. 

Rich User Narratives 

User DCS#2-1 High Risk - High Capability 
Priority within DCS#3 (for platform development) 

Our first quadrant is represented by European coastal urban areas dealing with higher 
associated risks to sea-level rise, and showing higher capabilities to plan for adaptation in the 
short and/or middle term perspectives. Capabilities to overcome risks include aspects related 
to institutional, financial, technical, and socio-cultural frame conditions.  The cities and towns 
who represent this quadrant can play a crucial role in the CoCliCo project and in the context 
of increasing peer-learning. They can be the most illustrative case of advanced front-runners 
in the topic of coastal adaptation for other coastal cities and towns. They can also provide 

https://iclei-europe.org/calendar/?c=search&uid=afq7g9h4
https://www.regreen-project.eu/wp-content/uploads/9_REGREEN-factsheet-Flood-Mitigation-Almada.pdf
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benefits to WP2 by supporting the development of the platform. High capability users can 
provide their own existing data resources to help to increase the web-platform resolution for 
selected areas. They can also become Champion Users for the testing of some of the different 
features and tools. This could allow CoCliCo to implement tools and on-the-ground testing of 
these tools. At the same time, the potential testing of the platform by users with high risks may 
represent a more ambitious case study, which can serve to inspire others in the frame of 
coastal adaptation. Thus, CoCliCo can take the opportunity to highlight the potential of the 
platform in supporting users exposed to the most extreme risk conditions, with the advantage 
of building on their already strong capable condition.  

Illustrative user profile 

As an illustrative case of a high capability low risk city, an individual narrative of User-2 is 
presented below.  

User-2 represents a large city in the Swedish county and the third-largest in Sweden, after 
Stockholm and Gothenburg. The Metropolitan Region hosts over 700,000 people, and falls 
within the Øresund Region, which includes Malmö and Copenhagen, is home to 4 million 
people. It has a quite industrialised character, although it is adapting some of its urban post-
industrial neighbourhoods. Since the 2000 completion of the Øresund  Bridge, the city’s 
landscape has experienced some changes, new architectural developments have been 
developed and also biotech and IT companies established, attracting students through Malmö 
University and other higher education facilities. Malmö experienced an increase in population 
(being rated as Sweden's fastest growing city in 2020), mainly immigrants from a foreign 
background.  

Still, the city preserves many historic buildings and parks, and has a high commercial activity 
and dynamic districts. Most climate services consulted by User-2 are from national resources, 
to inform sea level projections and planning. The most consulted data repositories are from 
the Sweden Meteorological Centre, most of which have been considered by User-2 as useful 
for planning and decision making for coastal adaptation. The main interests for Malmö are 
storm surge flooding, coastal erosion, pluvial floods, heatwaves, and heavy rainfalls.  

Amongst the main barriers encountered, Malmö includes the difficult balance between and 
acceptance of both worst-case and most likely scenarios. The information compiled was 
assessed via public available resources, the answers from Malmö to the first survey 
disseminated by Mercator Ocean and a bilateral call held with the city. The ICLEI Malmö 
Commitment and Strategic Vision is their pledge to make sustainable development the only 
model for development in the urban 21st century. Their joint programs, projects, initiatives, 
research, capacity building and advocacy in ICLEI drive worldwide action towards 
sustainability. 

In addition, Malmö is committed to many strategic changes for sustainable development, 
which include coastal adaptation actions. On the 11th to 13th May 2022, Malmö gathered the 

https://www.smhi.se/en/q/Stockholm/2673730
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in-person event, ICLEI World Congress, under the theme ‘Strategies towards resilient and 
healthy cities’, to exchange best practices in local sustainable development. In terms of 
becoming a Making Cities more Resilient 2030 Resilience Hub, one of Malmö’s principal 
motivations is to inspire and support Nordic Blue-Green Solutions and climate adaptation in 
the Baltic Sea Region. Being a coastal city, this includes sharing, developing, and 
implementing climate actions to reduce the risk from sea-level rise, storms, cloudbursts, and 
heatwaves.  

User story through CoCliCo 
Step 1 – What is the user looking for in CoCliCo  

Must have  
• Based on the data collected through the first CoCliCo Survey, it was identified that most 

of the cities require data on mean and extreme sea level rise, rainfall depth distribution 
and wave conditions.   

• Flooding is one of the issues that has the most interest from the potential users, which 
implies a necessity for rainfall depth and river flow data. 

• Most of the cities also mentioned their need to have data related to spatial planning. In this 
regard, population distribution, infrastructure and land use data will be required.   

• The data presented in this section is what was required by most of the cities regardless of 
their capability or risk degree. Based on the data from the First CoCliCo survey, no 
correlation could be found between the relevant climate parameters required by the cities 
and the specific risk–capability quadrant they were classified into. 

• For high-capability cities a must have is the visualisation of scenarios in which they can 
model and see the impact of different solutions. As these cities already have access to 
reliable raw data, to get their interest the analysis of scenarios must be contemplated 
inside the CoCliCo platform. 
  

Nice to have  
• Through the first CoCliCo Survey some of the potential users of the platform have 

identified that they would be interested in data related to wind velocity and direction, along 
with data needed for the heat balance and data to determine saline intrusion, for example 
salt concentrations in groundwater. 

• Data on ecosystems, species abundance and biodiversity would be needed to carry out 
an impact analysis that also considers these components. Especially for the simulation of 
scenarios and analysis of solutions. 

• Some cities have demonstrated interest in having information regarding water 
management. Considering this, data on water quality parameters in superficial water 
bodies and groundwater could be of interest. In terms of water quantity, this would already 
be partly considered in the river flow-rate data. However, data on parameters such as 
groundwater recharge rates and water table depth will also be needed for this analysis.   

https://worldcongress.iclei.org/update/the-iclei-world-congress-2021-2022-sustainability-together/
https://mcr2030.undrr.org/#:%7E:text=Making%20Cities%20Resilient%202030%20(MCR2030,layers%20of%20government%20and%20building
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Step 2 – What is the users seeking to analyse within the CoCliCo platform  

Must have  
• Manage uncertainty of potential impacts and define strategic planning to address them 

well 
• Risk calculation: using information on the present population. Analyse how those 

assessments will change including social challenges 
• Integrate erosion processes into flooding outcomes 
• Develop shoreline resilience to SLR and storm surge (Dervat et al, 2022)  
 
Nice to have  
• Feed flooding models for risk management 
• Monitor risk in population (Dervat et al, 2022)  

Step 3 – What communication support is the user looking for from CoCliCo   

• Charts of the above –   Data visualisation through charts and graphics should be a basic 
tool included in the CoCliCo platform. Data visualisation is a need for all the potential user 
cities, regardless of their capability and risk classification.  Especially for high-risk users, 
data visualisation and charts should be able to display both single and combined data 
related to the different types of climatic hazards they are exposed to.  

 
• Boundary time series – For flood analysis, the scenarios should consider return periods 

of 25, 50, 100 and 200 years on rainfall-depth and river flow-rate data. Coastal erosion 
data can be analysed considering short-term periods of 20 years, medium-term of 50 years 
and long-term periods of 100 years.  

 
• Access to the processed input data – Not of relevance for high capability cities as they 

have their own data. Nevertheless, it could be offered for the comparison of their own 
datasets. 

Contextual needs  
Access to data (types of data wanted) 

For high-capability and high-risk users data access should focus on processed data and data 
comparison, scenarios analysis (important), including solutions implementation. This will have 
a higher degree of complexity as the analysis should consider the impact of all the different 
risks the cities are exposed to on an individual scale and as an ensemble, which also applies 
for the implementation of solutions.  

Adaptation decisions  

• Use of green and blue actions, nature-based solutions (NBS) 
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• Use of grey infrastructure (such as pipes, ditches, swales, and culverts) and combined 
grey and green solutions to allow for water retention, infiltration and evapotranspiration 
processes (e.g. bio-swales and retention ponds) 

• Ecosystem restoration, including coastal reefs, wetlands, dunes, river deltas or lagoons, 
amongst others. 

• Develop priorities for protecting/enhancing tourism, bringing efficient efforts to reduce 
people’s risk-exposure in sea front areas. 

• Improve decision-making processes for a more effective and straightforward 
implementation, funding and planning of the adaptation actions. 

• Regulate, control, and define boundaries to urban development and expansion over risk-
exposed areas. 

• Establishing planning horizons with clear action tasks, and evaluating risk derived from 
the planning actions. 

• Consider advanced planning actions and avoid planning delays 
• Monitoring the implementation of climate change adaptation strategies 
• Get stakeholders involved in the adaptation planning processes and prioritisation of the 

actions 
• Communication to the public sphere of existing natural hazards and local risks to which 

the population may be exposed. 

Presentation of uncertainties  

• Identification and interpretation of climate-related predictions  
• Evaluation of real investment and repair costs 
• Identification of figures to be used for climate adaptation planning   
• Definition of effective communication channels that include clear representation of varying 

conditions and the multiplicity of different climate scenarios to the population 
• Creation of mechanisms for constant guidance and modelling updating. 
• Identification of legal and financial barriers 
• Acceptance, comparison, and evaluation of different scenarios (e.g., worst-case and most 

likely) 
• Deal with the lack of data (on sea level rise, waves, floods, erosion, spatial data, socio-

economic change) 
• Deal with the lack of accessibility to real data 
• Increase the current explanatory tools/skills to inform citizens 
• Deal with the lack of regionalised data (e.g. low spatial resolution) 

Access to the core platform   

The core platform refers to the main basic functions that will be available in the CoCliCo 
platform for the users. This will include homogeneous datasets in Europe designed to 
anticipate future data such as new sea-level data, digital elevation models or adaptation 
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scenarios (Kras et al., 2022). However, the concept of what this core platform contains is still 
under development and will evolve during the next stages of the project. What high-risk and 
high-capability users expect in terms of access to this core platform is described as follows: 

• Narrative descriptions - Demonstration Case Studies (DCS) 
• Individual mode simulations to support its own analysis 
• Probability density functions 
• Better estimates and plausible changes in upper and lower bounds 
• Data connected to coastal flooding 
• Dataset panels and vectors 
• Different parameters (an emission scenario, a return period, a variable, or a certain year) 

to show the required information on the map. Map CoCliCo data following integrated 
scenarios. 

• Flood Directives - comparison between local areas of interest and other relevant areas 
(and hence potential solutions) 

• Interactive dashboards 
• Workbench 
• Uploading, drawing, and downloading via shapefiles 
• Exploratory tools 
• Extended landing page 
• User account  

Source: (Kras et al, 2022) 

Usability  

The needs related to usability echo what users are seeking when engaging with the project. 
Such needs are already mentioned in the step 2 of the current quadrant.  

Use of exploratory tools  

The Exploratory Tools are a workbench that can be used for future upgrades of the platform. 
Users would be able to create a script using the datasets that are incorporated in the CoCliCo 
web platform to combine data and produce additional graphs according to their needs.   This 
would be an important asset for the platform as it will allow it to be upgraded based on the 
improvement of datasets, tools, and computational capabilities over time (Kras et al., 2022). 

The use of these exploratory tools could be of particular interest for high capability cities, as 
they have access to their own datasets and have the technical personnel capable of using this 
feature.  This could also be used by the cities to incorporate the parameters previously 
described in the nice to have section, such as data on wind, saline intrusion, biodiversity and 
water management. Additionally, for high-risk cities, the exploratory tools could be of interest 
for the analysis of the interaction of different types of climate hazards to which they are 
exposed.     
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User DCS#2-2 High Risk - Low Capability 
Priority within DCS2 (for platform development) 

The second quadrant is targeting European coastal urban areas with a higher risk exposure 
to coastal climate change risks but with low capability to access, interpret and analyse coastal 
climate services, and to plan for and deliver proper adaptation solutions. Low capability is a 
result of the combination of different factors mentioned above, mainly the ones related to 
institutional, financial, technical, and socio-cultural aspects. The cities representing this 
quadrant can follow and learn from front-runners. This would be part of a peer-learning 
process to be envisaged via engaging the project and connecting with other cities, eager to 
make use of the platform’s exploratory tools. This group of users are crucial as they showcase 
how CoCliCo enhances peer-learning and allows for beneficial interactions for the low 
capability users. Thus, high risks and low capabilities cities are foreseen as users in need of 
training, guidance and new access to knowledge in face of emerging high risks. High capability 
users can provide this quadrant’s users with practical examples on data needed, processed 
data, specific resolution that should be delivered, and serve as inspiration to help them to 
increase their capabilities for adaptation response. The cities located in this quadrant are the 
most vulnerable based on their level of technical capabilities and the number of potential 
hazards they are exposed to. At the same time, these cities can benefit greatly from the use 
of the CoCliCo platform as they can obtain access to data and projections that are currently 
out of their reach and implement them in the development of adaptation solutions. Therefore, 
high-risk low-capability cities should be considered as a main target for the testing of the 
platform. The CoCliCo project can take the opportunity to learn of the current deficiencies in 
such locations and how to better align goals to deliver the information that will best suit building 
on their current capability, to become the next generation of front-runners.   

• Motivation and goal (relevant to CoCliCo): CoCliCo can provide a supportive 
environment in which this group of cities can learn from front-runner users making full use 
of the exploratory tools. This should translate into improving their existing resources and 
knowledge on the topic, interpreting, analysing and processing raw data, assessing and 
contrasting local/regional/national level data with CoCliCo’s platform data, and, as a result 
from all the above, getting better prepared to deliver decision-making for different kind of 
scenarios with a medium and a longer-term perspective. CoCliCo would foresee them as 
a group of critical users with difficulties in assessing the information, resources and space 
solution criteria to the urgent risks arising. CoCliCo initially features them as the users with 
highest rewards from getting involved in the project. At the same time, such engagement 
can help CoCliCo to extend visibility of the benefits from making use of the platform to 
increase current knowledge and bring that forward into real practice, as a supportive open 
source for vulnerable users. 

• Responsibility: Cities and Towns with lower capabilities and higher risks showcase the 
peer-learning processes enhanced by CoCliCo to increase access to current data and get 
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ideas for successful implementation of these tools in the planning of the adaptation 
solutions. Such knowledge increase will help them to get more skilled to deal with the 
available information. In addition, this will open space to discuss on frame conditions 
limiting adaptation potential. Users' responsibility to become the next front-runner's 
generation: getting able to anticipate actions, measure their impacts, evaluate parallel 
needs, reduce uncertainties and improve the legal and regulatory frameworks. 

• Climate knowledge:  Should be ranked as low to moderate. This limited climate 
knowledge results in cities' lower capabilities to deliver proper coastal adaptation. 

Illustrative user profile 
User-3  is used to illustrate this type of user. User-3 is one of the cities we have already started 
to interact with and have been particularly active in our discussions (through the survey and 
the during the CoCliCo workshop “Living with Water”, workshop held within the EURESFO 
2022). The City is an open coast city located in the confluence of a river with the Atlantic Sea, 
in the North of Spain with around 188.000 habitants, which classifies it as a medium size city, 
but receiving an important number of tourists every year, especially attracted by its four 
beaches, which is reporting important income revenues for the city. In terms of territorial 
extension, it has an area of 60 square kilometres and is one of the densest cities among those 
analysed by CoCliCo (only behind Valencia, Bristol and Cannes), with significant infrastructure 
built on the coast (where the Old Town is located), but also along the Urumea River, which 
brings in some concerns in terms of flooding vulnerability. 

Nonetheless, the coastline is exposed to sea-level rise, waves and flooding events and the 
area of the beaches could be reduced significantly by 2100, compromising existing 
infrastructures (e.g. the new promenade of the city, the Kursaal Bridge, and settlements), thus 
the city is evaluating the current data and considering to include more strategic thinking in 
their future planning. This is highlighting adaptation plan supported by the Ecological 
Transition Ministry’s Biodiversity foundation, which is pursuing four main goals: measure the 
impact of climate change on the beaches, improve the information about the emergency 
caused by big waves and floods, analyse the effect of climate change on services and 
infrastructures and model the load that the sewage network can take in some districts of the 
city. These are approaches considered in the city’s agendas to tackle the consequences of 
natural or climate-related hazards (coastal erosion, heavy precipitation, landslides, river floods 
and rising water tables). Climate parameters and processes that are important to the city 
include mean and extreme sea levels, wave conditions, rainfall, and heat. Regarding sea level 
rise projections and planning, high-resolution regional climate change scenarios are currently 
used by San Sebastian as a decision-making support material. 

User-3 drafted adaptation strategies such as holding and/or retreating the defence line against 
rising sea levels, without properties’ relocation, but a lack of agility in accessing data (city-
specific data) has been identified as one of the highest barriers to efficiently managing coastal 
climate services. Furthermore, a lack of trained staff has also been mentioned in previous 

https://urbanresilienceforum.eu/programme/sessions-22/living-with-water/
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interactions with the city, which limits the city’s preparedness for tools validation, 
measurement, interpretation and processing of data. The previously mentioned frame 
conditions make User-3 an interesting city to engage with in the CoCliCo project as a potential 
Champion User of the platform in the coming months. 

User story through CoCliCo  

The platform may help the city to gain confidence in managing climate change uncertainties, 
or to define and/or map specific risks and vulnerabilities (e.g. defence infrastructures, 
evolution of risks in frequency and intensity and adaptation solutions and their effects on 
vulnerability). San Sebastian is in need of specific coastal tools and training and the 
engagement in the use of this platform and potential interaction with other cities can support 
future decision-making processes, including first assessment of cost-benefit evaluations for 
specific adaptation measures. The city has been ranked with medium to high capability: there 
are new plans under progress to tackle climate change, setting up favourable conditions for 
the transition, from which the city should expect to improve current technical knowledge gaps 
and legal and institutional limitations. In addition to our first conclusions about capabilities 
assessment, WP2 will also report on the level of risk exposure of different coastal urban 
shorelines, allowing to define a correct cluster in which cities identified in this first capabilities 
assessment should be placed. Taking into account all this, we can conclude that San 
Sebastian is a potential case study to consider when deciding on a list of cities the platform 
could engage for testing the tools. This city is showcasing coastal adaptation challenges and 
adaptation strategies of open coast cities with sandy beaches, located in a river-sea 
confluence. 

Step 1 – What is the user looking for from CoCliCo  

Must have  

• The data required by most of the cities was presented in the previous section. Based on 
the results from the first CoCliCo Survey, most users' necessities in terms of parameters 
are not related to the degree of capability they have or the level of risk they are exposed 
to.  

• Nevertheless, in terms of the type of data, for low capability cities it is important to have 
access to all input raw data as they do not have their own complete datasets.    

Nice to have  

• Access to the visualisation of scenarios and the analysis of the impact of different 
solutions, which is a must have for high capability cities, could also be very useful for low 
capability cities. 

Step 2 – What is the users seeking to analyse within the CoCliCo platform  

Must have 
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• As high-risk cities are exposed to a variety of climate hazards simultaneously, the analysis 
of the interaction between the different risks and their impacts would be important for these 
cities. As low capability cities do not have their own complete datasets, having access to 
both raw and analysed data would be essential for their planning and development (Derval 
et al, 2022).  

Nice to have 

• As mentioned in the previous section, all available data would be useful for cities classified 
in this group (Derval et al, 2022). 

Step 3 – What communication support is the user looking for from CoCliCo   

Charts of the above 

• As mentioned for the previous quadrant, data visualisation through charts and graphics 
should be a basic tool included in the CoCliCo platform.  

Boundary timeseries 

• The boundary time series applied should be the same for all the users, independently of 
the capability and risk they are exposed to. The boundary time series was described in the 
previous quadrant  

Access to the processed input data 

• For low capability cities the extraction of all the processed input data is a necessity, as in 
most cases they are missing data on the relevant parameters. Raw data can be very useful 
for other analysis that these cities might want to do.   

Contextual needs  
Access to data  

This kind of city requires access to all available raw and processed data. It should be possible 
to carry out the analysis of individual risks, but also as an ensemble. As several risk sources 
overlap on these types of cities, it is important to have access to data that analyse the impact 
of the different risk sources at the same time. However, it should also be possible to access 
separate data for each of the risk sources so that the impact of each risk source could also be 
analysed. Scenarios analysis involving different solutions may also be of interest for these 
cities. 

Adaptation decisions  

As they are low-capacity cities, it is not possible for them to implement all the adaptation 
decisions listed in the same section for the previous quadrant. High-capacity cities could be 
more experienced and have the financial, legal and technical mechanisms to apply NBS and 
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hybrid solutions, while low-capacity cities are using more conventional measures based on 
grey infrastructure as common praxis. 

Presentation of uncertainties  

This section does not add or modify any of the content presented for the same section in the 
earlier quadrant.  

Access to the core platform   

Cities classified in this group will also take advantage of the tools presented in the same 
section of the previous quadrant. 

Usability  

The needs related to usability echo what users are seeking when engaging the project. Such 
needs are already mentioned in the step 2 of the current quadrant.  

Use of exploratory tools  

The Exploratory Tools require cities to have technical capability and personnel that can use 
the workbench to produce additional coding to generate new functions in the CoCliCo 
platform. However, this could represent a challenge for low capability cities to implement. 
Nevertheless, this could also represent an opportunity for peer learning, as high capability 
cities could develop new tools that can be used and adjusted by low capability cities. 
Additionally, for high-risk cities, the exploratory tools could be of interest for the analysis of the 
interaction of different types of climate hazards to which they are exposed.    

User DCS#2-3 Low Risk – Low Capability 
Priority within DCS2 (for platform development) 

The third quadrant clusters low risk and low capability European coastal Cities and Towns, 
which are those who have shown a low to moderate exposure to climate change coastal risks 
and manifest a low understanding of the forecasted challenges (e.g. how to address them, 
deliver coastal adaptation planning and decision-making, access, interpret and process the 
information, access and allocate the resources), and/or that are missing the favourable frame 
conditions for a successful implementation of the actions. The challenges addressed by these 
coastal urban areas are less significant than in other contexts. Nonetheless, the fact they 
manifested low capabilities to deliver proper adaptation turns them into moderately critical 
users with whom CoCliCo could engage and explore mutual benefits. Increasing their current 
understanding on the topic could for instance be foreseen as strategic in terms of avoiding 
making wrong choices that position them in a more compromised situation than today. 
Because of this, low risk and low capabilities cities also play an important role in the project. 
Support them to avoid poor urban planning choices that may, expose critical infrastructure 
and/or population to higher risks may be anticipated. In some risk areas the cities may not be 
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aware of their full exposure, and the platform could help providing a more complete 
understanding. CoCliCo can benefit from engaging with one of these cities as future Champion 
User, re-evaluating real risks and estimating the ways to increase their potential to deliver 
good planning adaptation options, once getting access to the coastal services provided by the 
platform.       

• Motivation and goal (relevant to CoCliCo): CoCliCo can provide a deeper 
understanding of what a climate service is and how this can better support their local 
government in nurturing decision-making decisions, but also on the importance of 
overcoming current legislative, financial and/or socio-cultural barriers that reduce the 
potential to get ready for future coastal climate challenges. CoCliCo can bring the 
supportive environment in which this group of cities can engage and benefit from others 
within a co-learning process. This should translate into improving on their existing 
deficiencies and getting better connected to other cities facing similar challenges. CoCliCo 
help increase current knowledge and address knowledge gaps in this group, and support 
them re-evaluate risks through a capacity-building to help delivery significant positive 
changes for the cities. 

• Responsibility: Cities and towns with low capabilities and low risks are responsible for 
overcoming their current legal, economical, socio-cultural or technical gaps, get support 
from climate experts and learn from other coastal cities’ experiences, to be able to 
anticipate future coastal adaptation measures, and reduce uncertainties and risks in their 
local contexts. 

• Climate knowledge: Should be ranked as low to moderate. Climate knowledge is one of 
the variables considered to define their capabilities (technical competences should be 
added to institutional and financial frame conditions, society, and current policies 
limitations, when assessing this group’s capabilities profile).  

Illustrative user profile 

As an illustrative case of this quadrant for the CoCliCo project, an overview about the individual 
story of User-4 is presented here. The city is in the east of Spain, next to the Mediterranean 
Sea.  Almost 800.000 people live there in the 135 square kilometres of the city boundaries, 
whereas its metropolitan area almost doubles in population, distributed in towns surrounded 
by agricultural fields around the main city. These rural and peri-urban communities were 
historically dependent on agricultural production. The crops are irrigated by channels 
established by the Romans, which today are part of the cultural heritage preserved in the 
region. In the south side of the city, a lagoon named Albufera, surrounded by paddy fields, is 
serving as a habitat to several bird and fish species. The Albufera is one of the most valuable 
ecosystems near User-4 and is increasingly under threat by the tidal and saline intrusion 
processes resulting from climate change. The city of Valencia is categorised as a moderately 
large urban area, one of the densest of the ones being analysed by CoCliCo. The city 
originated at Turia’s riversides, whereas some port and fishing communities established at the 
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seaside areas. With the city’s expansion, seaside communities became part of the same urban 
area.  

User-4’s coastline has been extensively urbanised. Nine different beaches are often crowded 
by tourists and citizens for practising different sports, walking, or enjoying the front’s beach 
and commerce. Due to recurring flooding events/incidents, the river was diverted, and is 
nowadays surrounding the southern side of the city, whereas the old river became a city park, 
with different cultural and leisure resources, especially when closer to the sea-river 
confluence. There is a high tourism activity and income throughout the year, and tourism 
represents one of the most important economic activities for the city. 

User-4’s seafront is relatively exposed to flooding. Even if the Mediterranean Sea is not 
registering as many severe storms and high waves as coastline regions of the Atlantic Ocean, 
unfavourable maritime conditions can result in port activity being closed, and waves can 
damage foundations and common areas of sea front buildings, as well as to cause beaches’ 
sand removal. 

Considering that those risks will probably become more frequent and severe, Valencia has 
designed climate change adaptation plans. The Valencian 2030 Climate Mission compiles a 
series of steps to adapt to future scenarios, analysing coastal areas and water landscapes, 
taking into consideration issues related to landscape restoration and conservation, general 
public awareness, capacity-building and civic society engagement and participation. In 
addition to this plan, local authorities have set the roadmap to implement resilient actions 
related to different sectors, which can be found in the Valencian strategy of climate change 
and energy 2030 published by the regional government. Apart from planning, some actions 
have been taken in terms of training and the raising of social awareness, even though there 
is still much to be done to create a common social understanding of the gravity of the problems 
and the possible actions that could potentially be undertaken. The Observatori del Canvi 
Climàtic is one of the centres promoting these activities, such as workshops and courses to 
raise citizens’ awareness on what can be done in terms of adaptation. Furthermore, an online 
viewer tool is available for the entire country, to visualise climate services, including coastal 
areas. 

User story through CoCliCo 

Information was compiled from the user in our surveys, bilateral calls and a contribution to the 
EU Week of Regions and Cities workshop on assessing climate services for ecosystem-based 
adaptation in European coastal cities and towns. Based on this, the most emergent climate-
related hazards that could affect the area have been identified as follows: extreme coastal, 
river and pluvial floods (Turia River has caused severe inundations in the past), coastal 
erosion, heatwaves, heavy rainfalls, groundwater salinization and droughts. Considering this, 
Valencia users have noticed that climate parameters and processes like mean and extreme 
sea levels, rainfall, heat, and saline intrusion are some of the most relevant data inputs for 

https://www.missionsvalencia.eu/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/MisionClimaticaVLC2030_ENG-1.pdf
https://agroambient.gva.es/documents/163279113/168560465/Estrategia+Valenciana+de+Cambio+Clim%C3%A1tico++y+Energ%C3%ADa.pdf/f2348026-d978-4361-a0ab-d83fd16476ee?t=1651834597036
https://agroambient.gva.es/documents/163279113/168560465/Estrategia+Valenciana+de+Cambio+Clim%C3%A1tico++y+Energ%C3%ADa.pdf/f2348026-d978-4361-a0ab-d83fd16476ee?t=1651834597036
https://climaienergia.com/observatori-del-canvi-climatic/que-es-l-observatori/
https://climaienergia.com/observatori-del-canvi-climatic/que-es-l-observatori/
https://escenarios.adaptecca.es/#&model=AEMET-SDSM.average_sdsm&variable=tasmax&scenario=rcp85&temporalFilter=year&layers=AREAS&period=MEDIUM_FUTURE&anomaly=RAW_VALUE&format=boxplot
https://escenarios.adaptecca.es/#&model=AEMET-SDSM.average_sdsm&variable=tasmax&scenario=rcp85&temporalFilter=year&layers=AREAS&period=MEDIUM_FUTURE&anomaly=RAW_VALUE&format=boxplot
https://transformar.eu/euregionsweek-assessing-climate-services-for-ecosystem-based-adaptation-in-european-coastal-cities-and-towns/
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future planning. However, following the information collected by ICLEI, the local and regional 
studies performed to assess climate change vulnerability lack reliable sea level projections 
and regionalised data, and high-resolution spatial information is missing for some areas. 
Regarding this, city engagement in CoCliCo could help to assess climate service needs that 
are currently appreciated. 

As requested by the users, the platform under development could help them to bring in 
knowledge such as identifying the layout of buildings, roads or defence infrastructures 
exposed to risks, more detailed topography, ground nature, evolution of risks frequency and 
intensity, adaptation solutions and their effects on future vulnerability. In terms of CoCliCo’s 
benefits from engaging with Valencia, this could imply an interesting case study where tourism 
is a main economic driver, and also in terms of landscape diversity and cultural and ecological 
landscape value (e.g., working at the interface between a protected lagoon, peri-urban 
agricultural landscapes and the consolidated city). 

Step 1 – What is the user looking for from CoCliCo  

Must have 

• The data required by all the users was presented in the first quadrant, based on the results 
from the First CoCliCo Survey, as most users' necessities in terms of parameters are not 
related to the degree of capability they have or the level of risk they are exposed to.  

• As previously mentioned, in terms of the type of data, for low capability cities it is important 
to have access to all input raw data as they do not have their own complete datasets.    

Nice to have 

• As mentioned in the second quadrant, access to the visualisation of scenarios and the 
analysis of the impact of different solutions could also prove very useful for low capability 
cities. 

Step 2 – What is the users seeking to analyse within the CoCliCo platform  

Must have 

• As low capability cities do not have their own complete datasets, having access to both 
raw and analysed data would be essential for their planning and development (Derval et 
al, 2022). 

Nice to have 

• Although the hazards that low-risk cities are exposed to are not as significant as for high-
risk cities, the analysis of the interaction between the different risks and their impacts 
would be important for these cities (Derval et al, 2022). 

Step 3 – What communication support is the user looking for from CoCliCo   

Charts of the above 
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• As mentioned in the first quadrant, data visualisation through charts and graphics should 
be a basic tool included in the CoCliCo platform 

Boundary timeseries 

• The boundary time series applied should be the same for all the users, independently of 
the capability and risk they are exposed to. The boundary time series was described in the 
first quadrant analysed  

Access to the processed input data 

• For low capability cities the extraction of all the processed input data is a necessity, as in 
most cases they are missing data on the relevant parameters. Raw data can be very useful 
for other analysis that these cities might want to do.   

Contextual needs  
Access to data  

Access to all available raw and processed data is necessary. Scenarios analysis involving 
different solutions may also be of interest for these cities. 

Adaptation decisions  

The adaptation decisions that cities of this group implement are identical to the ones presented 
in the same section of the previous quadrant. 

Presentation of uncertainties  

This section does not add or modify any of the content presented for the same section in the 
first quadrant. 

Access to the core platform   

The tools used by these cities will be the ones that were mentioned in the first quadrant.  

Usability  

The needs related to usability echo what users are seeking when engaging the project. Such 
needs are already mentioned in the step 2 of the current quadrant.  

Use of exploratory tools  

The Exploratory Tools require cities to have technical capability and personnel that can use 
the workbench to produce additional coding to generate new functions in the CoCliCo 
platform. However, this could represent a challenge for low capability cities to implement. 
Nevertheless, this could also represent an opportunity for peer learning, as high capability 
cities could develop new work packages that can be later used and adjusted by low capability 
cities. 
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User DCS#2-4 Low Risk – High Capability 
Priority within DCS2 (for platform development) 

The last quadrant represents European coastal cities and towns that demonstrated a high 
capability to plan for coastal adaptation with a low risk-exposure. Challenges may include 
infrastructures exposure to minor coastal and pluvial flooding and/or coastal erosion. Their 
high capabilities to deliver proper adaptation help to bring in showcases of successful 
implementation of adaptation practices, to support cities that are less capable and are facing 
similar problems. The integration of a supportive peer-to-peer framework between less and 
more capable cities enhances cities’ capacity-building and the outcomes from the 
establishment of these synergies can be disseminated via CoCliCo to gain impact and 
visibility. CoCliCo could engage with and explore mutual benefits from the collaboration with 
this cluster of cities, highlighting to the rest of users that are in similar risk conditions the solid 
adaptation agenda developed by highly capable users. Cluster number 4 is foreseen as a 
moderately important group to engage with. 

• Motivation and goal (relevant to CoCliCo): CoCliCo can help these cities to showcase 
the strategies they have implemented on the ground, overcoming current legislative, 
financial and/or socio-cultural barriers, reducing the impacts from future flooding episodes, 
etc. This will help these cities get better connected with others with similar problems, and 
explore the creation of future resilience hubs for coastal cities, to support proper decision-
making. CoCliCo would target this as a group that can export experience to others. 

• Responsibility: Cities with high capabilities and low risks are responsible to keep 
preparing their coastal planning agendas and improving their current legal, economical, 
socio-cultural and technical frame conditions for coastal adaptation with CoCliCo climate 
experts, to be ready for long-term changes and unprecedented extreme climate change 
phenomena. At the same time, they will engage in the co-learning processes with other 
coastal cities. 

• Climate knowledge: Ranked as moderate to high. Climate knowledge is one of the 
variables considered to define their capabilities (technical competences should be added 
to institutional and financial frame conditions, society, and current policies limitations, 
when assessing this group’s capabilities profile).  

Illustrative user profile 

As an illustrative case of a high capability low risk city is User-5. User-5 is one of the-largest 
cities in Scania (after Malmö), with a population of 113,816 (2020), central urban area of 
northwestern Scania and Sweden's closest point to Denmark. The city preserves many old 
buildings and has an aesthetic scenic landscape from the sea. Old fabrics include old-style 
stone-built churches, houses and a mediaeval fortress (Kärnan). Helsingborg is a major 
regional centre of business trade-offs, logistics and transportation. Beyond the consolidated 
city, many sand beaches, exposed to climate change risks, have undergone restoration 
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practices. In Domsten, for instance, dunes have been restored and heather roses dug up, with 
seaweeds placed in the foot of the dunes, enhancing conditions for natural vegetation re-
establishment. These restoration actions supported the increase of biodiversity and coastal 
erosion control, as the vegetation binds the sand. Additionally, in Gra lage, a beach close to 
the city, the same methods were tested, including the removal of invasive species and dunes 
restoration. 

User story through CoCliCo 
Step 1 – What is the user looking for from CoCliCo  

Must have 

• The necessary parameters were described in the first quadrant. As mentioned before, the 
results from the First CoCliCo Survey showed that most users' necessities in terms of 
parameters are not related to the degree of capability they have or the level of risk they 
are exposed to. Nevertheless, for high capability cities, the visualisation and comparison 
of data is required.   

Nice to have 

• These users will be interested as well in the parameters presented in the first quadrant on 
high capability and high-risk cities.  

Step 2 – What is the users seeking to analyse within the CoCliCo platform  

Must have  

• Manage uncertainty of potential impacts and define strategic planning to address them 
well. 

• Risk calculation: using information on the present population. Analyse how those 
assessments will change including social challenges (Derval et al, 2022). 

Nice to have  

• Integrate erosion processes into flooding outcomes 
• Develop shoreline resilience to SLR and storm surge 
• Feed flooding models for risk management 
• Monitor risk in population (Derval et al, 2022) 

Step 3 – What communication support is the user looking for from CoCliCo   

Charts of the above 

• As mentioned in the previous quadrant, data visualisation through charts and graphics 
should be a basic tool included in the CoCliCo platform. 

Boundary timeseries  
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• The boundary time series applied should be the same for all the users, independently of 
the capability and risk they are exposed to. The boundary time series was described in the 
first quadrant. 

Access to the processed input data 

• High capability cities are mostly interested in analysed data and data comparisons.  
Therefore, input data may not be of relevance for these types of cities as they have their 
own datasets. 

Contextual needs  
Access to data  

Access to all available raw and processed data is essential for this type of user. The available 
data should allow these cities to carry out the analysis of individual risks, but also as an 
ensemble. As several risk sources overlap for the high-risk cities, it is important to have access 
to data that analyses the impact of the different risk sources at the same time. However, it 
should also be possible to access separate data for each of the risk sources so that the impact 
of each risk source could also be analysed. Scenarios analysis involving different solutions 
may also be of interest for these cities.  

Adaptation decisions  

The current section does not add or modify any of the content presented for the same section 
of the first quadrant. 

Presentation of uncertainties  

The uncertainties of these cities are identical as the ones showed on the same section of the 
first quadrant.  

Access to the core platform   

All the core platform services that these cities will be using were presented for the same 
section of the first quadrant.  

Usability  

The needs related to usability echo what users are seeking when engaging the project. Such 
needs are already mentioned in the step 2 of the current quadrant.  

Use of exploratory tools  

As mentioned previously, the use of exploratory tools could be of particular interest for high 
capability cities, as they have access to their own datasets and have the technical personnel 
capable of using this feature.  This could also be used by the cities to incorporate and analyse 
additional parameters, such as data on wind, saline intrusion, biodiversity and water 
management. 
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5. DCS#3 – Infrastructure owners 
Introduction 
Physical Infrastructure is important for the continuity of societal functions and is commonly 
associated with transport, water, and energy facilities. European ports and harbours, 
communication, transport etc are all important contributors to both the economy and everyday 
functions we all rely upon.  This critical importance is recognised, for example ports and 
harbours, do not only need to comply with the regulations on risks and environmental 
protection (e.g., the Marine Strategy Framework Directive), but also voluntarily seek to engage 
in meeting the United Nation Sustainable Development Goals, including climate change 
adaptation (World Port Sustainability Report, 2020).  Access to authoritative insights into 
present and future sea levels and the potential impacts is however still limited at the resolution 
required to best guide this process. DCS #3 therefore focuses on the needs of infrastructure 
owners and operators.  

Understanding climate service needs  
An overview of the issues and challenges faced by private infrastructure owners in adapting 
to climate change are discussed below together; then insights are provided into the maturity 
of different stakeholders and infrastructure sectors in addressing climate change challenges.  

Large scale infrastructure providers 
Large scale infrastructure providers are a priority in CoCliCo because society relies upon their 
performance and their ability to continue to perform is sensitive to climate (particularly extreme 
events) and decisions on design and renovation have long-lasting implications and are hard 
to reverse. To avoid longer term impacts on people and the economy, it is essential that future 
infrastructure investments, as well as the adaptation of existing infrastructure, are considered 
in the context of the potential climate risks. 

Increased frequency of coastal flooding is recognised as one of the most significant climate 
change risk to infrastructure, including energy, transport, water, waste and digital 
communications. Assets and networks across all infrastructure sectors are already exposed 
to multiple sources of flooding, and the number of assets exposed could double under 
expected changes in climate by the 2080s. Coastal infrastructure is particularly at risk from 
storm surges and rising sea levels, as well as higher rates of coastal erosion in some areas 
(e.g. Dawson et al., 2016).   

In the UK many large infrastructure providers, such as Network Rail and national highways 
agencies, have been proactive in implementing adaptation measures on national networks, 
but improved evidence and sustained action is still required (Jarozweski et al, 2021). 
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The connected nature of infrastructure networks means that any managed risk has the 
potential to have a propagating impact across the network or lead to cascading failures across 
multiple networks. The consequences of cascading risks can cause far-reaching social and 
economic disruption beyond the initial impact, as well as disruption to the business models of 
the private sector providers. 

There are likely to be certain thresholds in the level and rate of mean sea-level rise that 
dramatically shift the way coastal flooding and erosion is managed and a point at which 
infrastructure and properties will be relocated away from the coast (and for current 
infrastructure, difficult decisions are needed on whether to protect or abandon). However, 
these thresholds are not well understood (Jarozweski et al, 2021, Sayers et al., 2022). 

 

 
Source: Dawson et al, 2016 using data from Sayers et al, 2015  

Note: Numbers in boxes are the estimated number or length of assets currently located in areas exposed to a 1:75 
or greater annual chance of fluvial, coastal or surface water flooding. Only those major electricity generation 
stations and transmission and distribution stations that serve over 5,000 customers were included in the analysis. 
Data on clean and wastewater treatment sites in Scotland was unavailable. The above projections are based on 
high population growth scenarios and do not account for any additional adaptation beyond that already planned. 

Figure 5-1 Projections of future flood risk to UK large scale infrastructure sectors 
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Local scale infrastructure providers 
Local scale coastal infrastructure providers are increasingly feeling the impacts of climate 
change. As sea levels rise, coastal infrastructure such as roads, bridges, ports, and other 
coastal structures are at risk of damage due to flooding and erosion, with potential to interrupt 
energy supplies, damage to goods and buildings, and eventually risk to human life, etc. A local 
coastal scale infrastructure provider is therefore any company or organization that is 
responsible for providing these infrastructure services to a particular city, town, or county or 
activity (e.g. a port operation). They are also responsible for maintaining, upgrading, and 
operating these services to ensure the continued safety and wellbeing of the local community 
(either through a single facility or through an in-combination infrastructure service response). 
A Port Authority, for example, can be considered a local scale infrastructure provider operating 
within a limited pan-European scale; equally a marine terminal operator who uses a portion of 
a large international port and determines a local economic and logistics impact can be also 
considered a local infrastructure provider. 

Rising sea levels can be a particular concern for the management of ports and their related 
activities and lead to significant disruption in maritime transport and trade, and consequently 
economic losses for the ports, related stakeholders, and the local economy. Higher sea levels 
can cause existing port infrastructure to become submerged, while also making it more difficult 
to construct or operate new port facilities. This can damage existing port infrastructure and 
make it difficult or impossible to use the port. Higher sea levels are often accompanied by 
nearshore wave conditions, exacerbating coastal erosion, leading to shoreline retreat and 
destabilization of wharves and breakwaters, and increasing the risk of damage to port 
infrastructure and vessels. This can have a significant impact on port safety and operations, 
leading to disruption and delays in maritime transportation. Finally, higher sea levels can affect 
the navigability of coastal waters, increasing the risk of collisions between vessels and port 
infrastructure. This can further damage port infrastructure and increase the risk of navigation-
related accidents. Through the provision of useable insights on sea level rise, CoCliCo can 
help infrastructure owners, such as port operators take the necessary measures to ensure the 
safety and efficiency of their operations in the face of this challenge. 
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User Profiles  
There is myriad of infrastructure owners at the coast – both large and more local; private and 
public. The wide range of users share however many challenges that the services offered 
through CoCliCo could help them overcome.   In distilling the user needs, insights have been  
from gathered through a combination of survey questionnaires (Derval et al, 2022), workshops 
(including a workshop held in Rome, January 2023), bilateral meetings and exchanges.   To 
further elaborate the survey response WP1 partners have distributed the questionnaire to 
targeted infrastructure providers and targeted engagements with sa range of national 
providers (Table 5-1).  

Infrastructure exists at multiple scales and are managed and operated by various entities, 
including local, state, or federal governments, private commercial, as well as non-profit 
organizations such as ports authorities and conservation trusts. Each is tasked with ensuring 
the infrastructure assets are safe, efficient, and sustainable. This includes monitoring and 
maintaining the infrastructure, planning for, and responding to, storms and change (climate, 
socio-economic, usage etc) to ensure the infrastructure is meeting their needs whilst helping 
to protect the environment and support sustainable economic development in an area.  

To safeguard their assets, local coastal infrastructure owners rely upon an understanding of 
the existing flood risks and how they may change. The first step in this is an understanding of 
the sea-level rise projections and an assessment of the vulnerability of coastal infrastructure 
to identify the area's most at risk.   Local operators tend to use available data in combination 
with their own models to develop plans and policies to address potential risks and mitigate the 
effects of sea-level rise on infrastructure.  This includes exploring and implementing 
adaptation measures such as seawalls, floodgates, modifications to their marginal quays, and 
beach nourishment or other nature-based approaches.  

The identification of coastal flood risk areas is of central concern to local government and 
regional planning processes (an issue in common with DCS#2) and can use zoning and 
building regulations to promote appropriate infrastructure development and reduce the 
vulnerability of coastal infrastructure to the impacts of climate change. Finally, local coastal 
infrastructure owners must consider their capacity for responding to the economic and social 
impacts of sea-level rise. This can include the development of programmes and policies to 
support vulnerable communities and businesses, as well as the establishment of financial 
instruments to fund adaptation measures.  

Both large scale and local scale infrastructure provides are important to CoCliCo, and although 
both vary in the risks, they face from climate change and their capability to adapt they share 
many core needs. In this context, the four user typologies set out in previous sections apply 
equally well to all infrastructure stakeholders and is used here to construct the Rich User 
Narratives in the context of this DSC.  
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Table 5-1 Infrastructure owners - A range of engagements 

The table above excludes anonymous responders to the survey. 

Connections supported through contacts of Federlogistica and other networks such as Port Network Authority of 
the East Adriatic 

 

 

 

Infrastructure owner user types Engagement 
mechanism Local National/Regional Candidate 

Champion User 

Major energy provider Survey, bilateral 
and support letter x x x 

Energy safety regulator Bilateral exchange x x x 

Port authority (multiple ports) Survey, bilateral x x  

Large port operator  Bilateral  x x  

National Rail agency Surveys, Bilateral x x  

National Roads and Highways agency Survey x x  
Airport operator (multiple) Survey  x  
Port Authority – 1  Survey  x  

Port Authority – 2 Survey and 
support letter   x 

Port Authority – 3 Survey and 
support letter x x x 

Port Authority – 4 Bilateral, Survey  x  
Port Authority – 5 Bilateral, Survey  x  
Port Authority – 6 Bilateral, Survey  x  

Port Authority – 7 Bilateral, Survey 
and support letter  x x 

Port Authority – 8 Bilateral, Survey 
Workshop   x x 

Port Authority – 9 Bilateral, Survey  x  
Port Authority – 10 Bilateral, Survey  x  
Port Authority – 11 Bilateral, Survey  x x 

Port Authority – 12 
Bilateral, Survey 

 x x x 
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Rich User Narratives 

DCS#3-1 High Risk - High Capability 
Priority 

High (Ranked 2 out of the 4 typologies).  

Coastal infrastructure owners represented in this category are becoming increasingly 
important as the number of coastal communities and structures increases. High capability 
coastal infrastructure owners tend to have the capacity to manage the risks associated with 
their structures and services. This includes the ability to identify and mitigate risks through 
engineering, planning, and construction, as well as the ability to respond quickly and 
effectively during storm events and in the immediate aftermath. Coastal infrastructure owners 
must also have the resources to implement and manage their infrastructure to ensure it can 
withstand such extreme events. The costs associated with infrastructure ownership and its 
management can be significant, and often infrastructure providers have significant inhouse 
teams focused on risk management, engineering, and construction. There is however often a 
gap around access to the latest science on sea level rise and associated impacts, a gap 
CoCliCo can help fill. 

The priority ranking reflects the importance of these providers in underpinning a climate 
resilient Europe.  It is recognised that although high capability, the risks remain hi Thgh for 
some and significantly more work is needed to develop resilient infrastructure at the coast, 
and the science and tools within CoCliCo offer an opportunity to accelerate the pace of 
adaptation amongst this typology group. 

Illustrative user profile 

Large infrastructure owner with supporting inhouse teams is an examples of the high-risk and 
high capability large infrastructure owner.  User-5 provide a good illustration of such a user. 
Established in 2019, it is responsible for regulating, coordinating, and managing the activities 
of the port. Its mission is to ensure the safety, security, and efficiency of the port, while also 
promoting economic development and protecting the environment. The authority is 
responsible for the day-to-day management of the port, including its infrastructure, services, 
and facilities. It also provides a range of services to the operators and shipping companies 
using the port, including issuing permits and authorizations, managing port security, and 
providing technical assistance. Additionally, the authority works to ensure the port's 
compliance with both national and international regulations. 

User story  
Step 1 – What is the user looking for from CoCliCo 

A user such as User-5 requires a climate service that provides up-to-date, reliable and 
accurate information on present and future coastal risks, and in particular sea level rise and 
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boundary details for use within in-house models or bespoke consultancy (for example, as 
User-6). This information includes sea state, wind speed and direction, air temperature, 
humidity, visibility, barometric pressure and precipitation. Information on anticipated climate 
trends and the potential for extreme weather events as well as advice on uncertainties and 
the best actions to take in order to reduce the impacts of climate change on the port operations 
are also part of this story. 

Must have – data on 

• Local extreme sea levels – today and in the future  
• Evidence of SLR – observed and projected (short and very long term) 

Nice to have – data on 

• Extreme waves (height & direction, storms) and associate wave climates 
• Nearshore bathymetry and overtopping data  
• Shoreline erosion rates - today and in the future 
• A wider range of climate variables that influence the coastal waters 

Step 2 – What is the users seeking to analyse within the CoCliCo platform 

Must have – insight into 

• How soon thresholds of sea level rise will be reached 
• How the areas of inundation may change under different management scenarios and the 

likelihood that investment in maintaining the defences will be possible  

Nice to have – insight into 

• No specific need 

Step 3 – What communication support is the user looking for from CoCliCo  

Maps  

• Of the inundation areas with different futures 

Charts of the above  

• To communicate the changes easily and to motivate action and a planning process. 

Contextual needs 
Access to data 

The data shown on screen, for onward use in inhouse presentations and the discussions. 
Access to the underlying dataset if consultants appointed. 
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Adaptation decisions 

• How to adapt in a way that involves maintaining the beach and natural environment, 
through nature-based approaches 

• When action is needed, will there be chronic flooding or more episodic?  

Presentation of uncertainties 

Plausible scenarios and distillation of the complexity of science into accessible and meaningful 
statement: by the year xxxx, sea level rise is expected to be yyyy. 

Access to the core platform  

Intuitive and guided through the levels of detail.  

Useability 

Users are likely to be owners in the first instance before handing to design teams. 

Use of exploratory tools 

Limited. 

DCS#3-2 High Risk - Low Capability 
Priority 

High (Ranked 1 out of the 4 typologies).  

The priority ranking reflects the importance of these providers in underpinning a climate 
resilient Europe.  It is recognised that the critical combination of low capability but high risk. 
CoCliCo offers an opportunity to accelerate the awareness of risk and the pace of adaptation 
amongst this typology group. 

Illustrative user profile 

Coastal infrastructure owners, such as municipalities, port authorities and state agencies, 
often have high risk and low capability when it comes to countering sea level rise. As coastal 
sea levels rise, infrastructure providers must act early to make the case, marshal investment, 
and adapt to secure the services they provide. Unfortunately, many coastal infrastructure 
owners lack the capability to adequately prepare for and address these risks. They may lack 
the resources, the technical expertise, and the financial capacity to build and maintain the 
necessary infrastructure to protect their communities from the impacts of sea level rise. 
Additionally, many coastal infrastructure owners may be unfamiliar with the risks associated 
with climate change, which can lead to poor decision-making when it comes to preparing for 
and responding to sea level rise. For coastal infrastructure owners to better counter sea level 
rise, they must be provided with the resources, training, and guidance necessary to prepare 
for and address the risks associated with climate change. 
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Smaller Port Authorities, local infrastructure agencies (communication, power distribution etc), 
tourist services (hotels) are examples of such users.   The tourist services (e.g. beach 
recreation and bathing) and hotels are represented by User-7.  The service they provide 
critically depends upon access to the beach and a healthy shoreline but they have limited 
scientific support. 

User story  
Step 1 – What is the user looking for from CoCliCo 

Must have – data on 

• Present and future flood maps  
• Comparisons of present and future sea levels – means and simple extremes  

Nice to have – data on 

• Locations that may be overtopped 
• Shoreline erosion rates - today and in the future 

Step 2 – What is the users seeking to analyse within the CoCliCo platform 

Must have – insight into 

• Uncertainty in future sea level projections 
• The contribution of different drivers to this uncertainty 

Nice to have – insight into 

• The spatial coherence across scales of storms that may influence multiple parts their 
network  

Step 3 – What communication support is the user looking for from CoCliCo  

The climate services within CoCliCo should help users, such as a Port Authority, to 
communicate the risks internally and externally to help justify adaptation plans and secure 
investment.  Access to real-time data and analytics to help inform operational decision-making 
is also a need shared by many infrastructure providers, including Ports.  

Charts of the above  

• to communicate the changes easily in-house to motivate change. 

Boundary timeseries  

• to support in-house modelling activities. 

Access to the processed input data 

• to support inhouse modelling activities. 
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Contextual needs 
Access to data 

High capability infrastructure users such as the Port Authority often have significant inhouse 
modelling capabilities or commission consultants. In both cases access to the underlying as 
well as the processed data (at each stage of processing) within CoCliCo will be important. 
Access to the coastal process and climate data is likely to be most important, rather than the 
inundation or risk analysis.  

Adaptation decisions 
Possible decisions relate to: 

• Implementing flood defences, such as sea walls and dykes, to protect the port from rising 
sea levels.  

• Developing infrastructure to cope with higher storm surges caused by sea level rise.  
• Relocating or raising port facilities and buildings to ensure they remain above the water 

line.  
• Installing and drainage systems to reduce the risk of flooding.  
• Identifying alternative port locations to move to if the current port becomes too risky.  
• Adjusting port operations and schedules to account for changes in water levels.  
• Planning for extreme weather events and sea level rise in the port’s management plan.  
• Establishing a monitoring system to track sea level rise and changes in the local 

environment. 

Presentation of uncertainties 

Infrastructure designs and their consultants are used to working with probabilistic evidence 
and uncertainty presented in this form would be readily used. The ability to explore what-if 
scenarios and high-end limits of plausible sea level rise are useful to support safe case-based 
infrastructure design choices (the jetty decks etc).  

Access to the core platform  

User-7, as many high capability infrastructure owners, uses innovative technologies and data 
analysis and are likely to interface with CoCliCo in a detailed way if it is useful.  This may 
include accessing data and insights within the platform of past and future projections of SLR 
and sea state conditions, regional bathymetry etc that they may not normally have access to.   

Useability 

Users are likely to be the design teams and consultants with significant expertise and limited 
time. The interface should be intuitive but rigorous (using the correct engineering terms not 
public facing simplified terminology).  If the data is relied upon in the design process issues of 
liability may be a concern (given CoCliCo is not currently proposing to provide design guidance 
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per se). Access to detailed statements on provenance and appropriate uses of the data within 
CoCliCo will help designers decide if the data can be used. 

Use of exploratory tools 

Linkage to inhouse investment tools to support strategy choices and inhouse physical process 
models used by a User-7 (and other similar high capability infrastructure providers) are likely 
to aid take-up within organisations.  This will enable CoCliCo to be used in supporting a User-
7 to better incorporate sea level rise projections to develop plans for adapting port 
infrastructure, such as raising piers and jetties, to counter the effects of sea level rise. 

For those owners with multiple sites, exploratory tools to address the spatial coherence across 
scales of storms and how these may influence multiple parts their network. An exploratory tool 
is being explored by SPL, BGRM and Mercator. 

DCS#3-3 Low Risk - High Capability 
Priority 

Low (Ranked 4 out of the 4 typologies).  Not taken forward further 

Illustrative user profile 

There are few coastal infrastructure owners with low risk today and in the future but many with 
high capability to manage those risks.  Although no infrastructure provider is immune to the 
challenge climate change poses, this group of users is outside the focus of CoCliCo.  The 
connection between infrastructure resilience and community resilience is however recognised 
(i.e., investing in and maintain reliable coastal infrastructure is a prerequisite for the resilience 
of coastal communities).  Given this, although no specific focus is placed on this user type 
here, their needs are implicit in the other descriptions presented. 

DCS#3-4 Low Risk - Low Capability 
Priority 

Low (Ranked 3 out of the 4 typologies).  Not taken forward further 

Illustrative user profile 

There are some coastal infrastructure owners with low risk today and in the future, and for 
these it may be coastal flooding is perceived as of limited importance and consequently they 
have little inhouse capability to access and manage those risks.  Although no infrastructure 
provider is immune to the challenge climate change poses this group of users is outside the 
focus of CoCliCo.  Although not specifically focused here, CoCliCo can help raise awareness 
of the risks that they face (and perhaps challenge a false perception of a low risk today and 
remaining low into the future).  In doing so, through clear and accessible charts and maps, 
CoCliCo can help ensure such users are aware of the challenge and act early. 
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6. Functional Requirements 
Introduction 
The CoCliCo platform can be expected to be a useful resource for a wide range of users, 
providing authoritative information on past and projected future sea levels, extremes, and 
coastline dynamics. The Rich User Narratives confirm that this service has the potential to be 
of direct use in supporting understanding of the risks faced and motivating action. 

Although the preferences of each user will inevitably vary, a series of functional requirements 
emerge as likely to be central to the CoCliCo success. For example, the requirements of users 
seeking support in implementing the Floods Directive are largely consistent with those seeking 
more local insights. The consistency that CoCliCo provides in presenting an authoritative 
evidence base on present and future sea levels is welcomed by all – enabling reference 
scenarios to be developed and used to motivate action.  

Common priorities 
Based on the RUNs presented a small number of key functional requirements emerge. These 
are grouped below in ‘Must have’ requirements (that are central to the success of CoCliCo); 
‘Should have’ (requirements that have been expressed by some and are likely to be useful for 
most users); and ‘Nice to have’ (requirements that would add to the utility of CoCliCo but are 
not considered essential). 

 
Figure 6-1 A framework of functional requirements 
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Must haves 

• Chart projections. 
• Map projections. 
• Compare/overlay projections. 
• Compare overlay scenarios. 
• Select integrated scenarios. 
• Access supporting narrative evidence. 
• Access the data as seen on the screen. 
• Access the raw datasets (at native resolution) the underlying data used (can be via an 

application interface). 

Should haves 

• Ability to develop exploratory codes to perform bespoke analysis using the processed 
data. 

• Develop exploratory codes to perform bespoke analysis using the raw data (and link with 
their own data – on river flooding, say). 

• Replace some datasets with the users’ own and recalculate risks (or ‘what if’ scenarios) 
• Appreciate the most important contributor to the risk. 
• Ability to access and process CoCliCo datasets together with local data through the 

workbench. 
• Narratives explaining how coastal adaptation is strategically addressed in high-capability 

countries and potential transportability in low-capability countries. 
• Transparent description of methods and uncertainty in future sea level and flood maps’ 

projections. 

Nice to haves 

• Ability to develop exploratory codes to perform bespoke analysis by rerunning any 
underlying models. 

• Access the models used (to enable further runs or bespoke modifications). 
• Ability to access and process CoCliCo datasets together with local data in a local GIS 

software through interoperability features. 

Generic versus bespoke requirements 
To develop an initial distillation of requirements, we consider two types of function are to be 
considered:  

• Generic – functionality that all are likely to need, for example access to information on 
observations and future projections of SLR, and coastal hazards and risks maps (flood 
and erosion), together with statistics on these variables (probability distributions, 
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spatial/temporal variability, attribution of trends to particular drivers, emergence of long 
term signals).  

• Bespoke – functionality that few may need, for example highly site or user specific, for 
example the ability to explore scenarios with defence failure, or the relationship between 
land use and its subsequent exposure and vulnerability to flood risk (including assets, 
flooding impacts, damage curves) and a portfolio of planning of adaptation measures that 
may be appropriate. These specific needs are most likely best serviced through access to 
the CoCliCo workbench and base datasets. 

The distinction between generic and bespoke information is not only applicable to the spatial 
scale or physical background of the information. It also refers to the expected role of CoCliCo 
in supporting the coastal adaptation activities. Local actions usually rely on dedicated 
resource-intensive activities, where close interaction between local stakeholders is central in 
the decision process. For this a pan-European use (for example) a portal-designed service as 
foreseen to be delivered by CoCliCo is not necessarily the prime information source for such 
local choices. On the other hand, generic information on mean/extreme sea level and coastal 
dynamics does comply with the need to use authorized and benchmarked boundary conditions 
for flood risk management design. The concept of the CoCliCo service is very well suited to 
respond to generic user needs across all three DCSs contexts and through the workbench 
provide an opportunity to support (not undertake) more bespoke analysis (without CoCliCo 
attempting to undertake that analysis).  
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7. Candidate Champion Users 
A series of candidate Champion Users are set out in Table 7-1.  These are drawn from the 
various engagements so far within CoCliCo.  The next stage will be agreed with WP2/Co-
ordinator of those to be engaged through focused bilateral discussions and support the next 
stage of the co-design process. This agreement is needed to ensure programming and 
resources align, for both WP1 and 2 but also, crucially for the Champion Users. For this 
reason, we have included a longer list of candidate Champion Users that represent different 
priority user typologies to ensure a rich process of feedback during the co-design, testing, and 
validation of the CoCliCo platform. The table also includes a reference to the existing maturity 
of the engagement to date and which DCS the user links to. 

Note: As the table highlights, many have indicated an interest in learning more about, and 
helping to develop and test, the CoCliCo platform.  The next stage will be to agree in detail 
the depth and scale of the engagement with selected Champion Users. This could range from 
providing further feedback regarding their needs and data availability, through to bringing in 
ideas on future functions that should be developed as part of the platform.  
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Table 7-1 Candidate Champion Users 

Stakeholder Maturity of existing 
engagement 

DCS#1 
National 
leads 

DCS#2 
Cities and 
towns 

DCS#3 
Private 
infrastructure 

National agency – 1  Very Strong x   

National agency – 2 Very Strong x   

City - 1  Moderate  x  

City - 2 Strong  x  

City – 3 Strong  x  

City – 4 Very Strong  x  

City – 5 Moderate  x  

City – 6 Strong  x  

City – 7 Strong  x  

City – 8 Strong  x  

City – 9 Moderate  x  

City – 10 Moderate  x  

National energy provider  Moderate   x 

National regulatory  Strong   x 

Municipal Port  Moderate/Low   x 

Port Authority-1  Moderate/Low   x 

Port Authority-2 Strong   x 

Port Authority-3 Moderate   x 

Port Authority-4 Very Strong   x 

Tourist beach authority Moderate   x 
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9. Annexes 
DSC#2 - Stakeholder Questionnaire: First CoCliCo Survey 
In total, 15 coastal cities provided their answers to the first CoCliCo Survey. From these cities, 
around 70% are located on an      open coast and 30% are estuarine cities. Some main results 
from these surveys      are presented in the following Figures. 

 
Figure 9-1 Most relevant climate parameters for the surveyed cities 
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Figure 9-2 .1.2. Topics of interest for the surveyed cities 

 

 

Figure 9-3 Climate hazards faced by the surveyed cities. 
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DCS#2 - ICLEI member webinar: Coastal cities: living with water, fighting 
sea level rise 
Key insights from the discussion between the experts and the audience: 

• Artificial beaches’ width depends on the quantity of the sand for the re-nourishment. 
• Artificial beaches need to be re-nourished on a regular basis to be operative and ready. 
• It is necessary to raise population and politicians’ awareness about the economical and 

physical limitations from sand renourishment: sand is a finite resource, sand 
renourishment is an old conventional and sometimes unsustainable action, and other 
complementary or alternative actions should be contemplated. 

• Time for adaptation is a constraint, particularly in view of  natural sand recycling cycles. 
The use of natural timber elements to create sand dunes could help to accelerate that 
process, acting as a natural barrier to protect human infrastructure. 

• ClimateCentral is a good channel to communicate complex information to a broad 
audience, including governmental bodies, public institutions and citizens. 

• Information needs to be shown in a straightforward way; raw technical data can be 
misinterpreted and/or misused. 

• Natural mechanisms projected by humans to enhance sand retention can help to enlarge 
sand beaches width. At the same time, these actions support the restoration of the dune 
vegetation, which helps improve the quality of the dune ecosystem.  

https://www.climatecentral.org/
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